
ABSTRACT 

LIU, QIANWEN. Experimental Investigation of Microbially Induced Carbonate Precipitation on 

Fine Mineral Tailings (Under the direction of Dr. Brina Montoya). 
 

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a sustainable biological ground 

improvement technique that provides cohesive bonds between soil particles through microbial 

metabolism. Most MICP applications were applied on sands or silty sands, which showed that 

calcium carbonate precipitation improved the strength and stiffness of the soil matrix. However, 

the use of MICP on fine-grained materials is quite limited. Currently, augmented-MICP (bio-

augmentation) and stimulated-MICP (bio-stimulation) are used for MICP application generally. 

In addition to ureolysis, alternative bio-mediated processes such as denitrification, iron 

reduction, and sulfate reduction were used or proposed for MICP. Oil sands fine tailings (FT) are 

the by-products of oil sands extraction. By using the water-based extraction method, bitumen is 

extracted from oil sands, and in return large quantities of FTs are produced. FT was deposited 

into tailings ponds as a form of fluid fine tailings (FFT) that contains sands, fines, water, and 

residual bitumen. With the settlement of the coarse materials in FFT, the FT forms as mature fine 

tailings (MFT) that is a stable suspension with solids content more than 30%. MFTs need 

decades or even a hundred years to reach an appropriate strength and solid content for terrestrial 

reclamation because of the extremely low strength and highly dispersed fabric. Although many 

treatment methods were applied to MFT, an alternative method is still needed to shorten the 

reclamation of the tailings ponds. This study mainly investigated the application of MICP on 

mature fine tailings (MFT). Both augmented-MICP and stimulated-MICP were used to 

accelerate the flocculating process and increase the strength of MICP treated MFT. 

For the augmented-MICP approach, the self-weight consolidation column test and large-

strain consolidation test were used to evaluate the performance and mechanisms of the MICP 



treated tailings. The self-weight consolidation column test results presented that the MICP 

treated accelerated the flocculation process of the treated tailings via decreasing the diffuse 

double layer thickness and bonding soil particles by precipitation. And the large-strain 

consolidation test indicated that the MICP-treated specimens maintained a higher permeability 

compared to untreated MFT and MFT treated by other treatment methods. And because of the 

precipitation, the soil-to-soil connections were built earlier than the chemically induced 

consolidation (Chem) treated specimens. Also, the precipitation strengthened the soil skeleton of 

MFT, which reduced the maximum excess pore water pressure. 

For a stimulated-MICP approach, ureolysis and sulfate reduction metabolism were 

evaluated. Culturing factors for the bio-stimulation process included air availability, initial 

solution pH, and methanogens inhibitor. To evaluate the performance of the treatments, 

physicochemical characteristics estimation, mineral identification, macro and fabric observation, 

and microbiome analysis were used. The results of the urea-based stimulated-MICP treated MFT 

demonstrated that air and neutral initial pH promoted the indigenous microorganisms such as 

Bacillus jeotgali to produce precipitation and densify the fabric of MFT. For the sulfate 

reduction driven MICP, an increase of precipitation and decrease of sulfate and lactate were 

observed at the end of incubation showing the stimulation of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) in 

MFT. The stimulation of SRB was inhibited by the high initial pH of the sulfate-based medium. 

Further tests evaluating the effects of the sulfate reduction driven MICP on MFT are needed. 

Lastly, to facilitate field applications, an upscaling inoculation method of Sporosarcina 

pasteurii was developed and evaluated for its efficacy. 
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION 

1.1 Introduction 

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a sustainable biological ground 

improvement technique that provides cohesive bonds between soil particles through microbial 

metabolism (DeJong et al. 2006; Montoya et al. 2013). Typically a soil bacterium, Sporosarcina 

pasteurii (S. pasteurii), is selected for ureolytic-driven MICP treatment in soils due to its high 

urease enzyme activity (DeJong et al. 2013; Al Qabany and Soga 2013). Naturally, it takes 3.6 

years for urea to be hydrolyzed without microbial mediation; nevertheless, the urea hydrolysis 

rate with urease produced by S. pasteurii is 1014 times compared with the natural urea hydrolysis 

rate (Yu et al. 2019). Urease can catalyze urea hydrolyzation to produce ammonium and 

bicarbonate. With an adequate addition of calcium and an alkaline environment, calcium 

carbonate minerals (e.g., calcite) can precipitate. The chemical reactions related to the MICP are 

shown below (Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2) (Stocks-Fischer et al. 1999). 

 

32 2 2 4NH - CO - NH +3H O 2NH +OH +HCO+ − −→
 Eq. (1.1) 

2+ - -

3 3(s) 2Ca +HCO OH CaCO +H O+ →
 Eq. (1.2) 

 

Most MICP applications to date have been performed on sands or silty sands, which 

show that calcium carbonate precipitation improves the strength and stiffness of the soil matrix 

(Cheng et al. 2017; Chou et al. 2011; Zamani and Montoya 2018). Augmented-MICP (bio-

augmentation) and stimulated-MICP (bio-stimulation) are used for MICP application generally. 

Augmented-MICP benefits from exogenous microorganisms such as pure cultures of S. pasteurii 

to promote the urea hydrolysis process and induce calcite precipitation (Nafisi et al. 2020; Al 

Qabany and Soga 2013). The stimulated-MICP approach enriches the indigenous 
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microorganisms by additional specific nutrients for the MICP purpose (Gat et al. 2016; Gomez et 

al. 2018). In addition to ureolysis, alternative bio-mediated processes such as denitrification (van 

Paassen et al. 2010; Pham et al. 2018), iron reduction (Stabnikov and Ivanov 2017), and sulfate 

reduction (DeJong et al. 2010) were used or proposed for MICP. With the improvement of sands 

properties in the bench scale, the field scale MICP tests also demonstrated that MICP increased 

the strength and erosion resistance of the treated soils (Ghasemi and Montoya 2020; Gomez et al. 

2018). This study mainly investigates the application of MICP on fine-grained soil mature fine 

tailings (MFT). Both augmented-MICP and stimulated-MICP are used to accelerate the 

flocculating process and increase the strength of MICP treated MFT. To facilitate field 

applications, an upscaling inoculation method of S. pasteurii is also developed and assessed. 

Oil sands fine tailings (FT) are the by-products of oil sands extraction. Alberta, Canada, 

holds one of the largest oil sands deposits in the world and its oil sands industries have 

exponentially expanded over the past few decades. The extraction process of oil sands and the 

formation of FT is presented in Figure 1.1. By using the water-based extraction process, a 

mixture of hot water, steam, and caustic soda (NaOH) are added to separate the bitumen from the 

oil sands in return producing large quantities of FT consist of sands, fines, liquid, and residual 

bitumen (Dusseault and Scott 1983; Masliyah et al. 2004). The extracted bitumen is refined 

further for various petroleum products such as gasoline and asphalt. The byproducts, FT, are 

transported to tailings ponds for storage. It was reported that the 220 km2 area was filled with 

tailings by the end of 2013 (Farkish and Fall 2013). FT is called fluid fine tailings (FFT) after 

dumping into the tailings ponds. The coarse parts in FFT can settle within 2 to 5 years and the 

remained stable suspension with solids content more than 30% (weight of dry solids divided by 

the total weight ) and void ratio lower than 6 is MFT (FTFC 1995). With the extensively 
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dispersed clay and residual bitumen, and the low permeability and strength, MFTs need decades 

or even a hundred years to reach an appropriate strength and solid content for terrestrial 

reclamation (Eckert et al. 1996; Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009b; Wong et al. 2008). 

To decrease and eventually discard long-term storage of the MFT in the ponds and to 

reclaim the landscape for traffic and facilities, various physical and chemical techniques are 

advocated, including freeze-thaw and dry cycling, composite tailings, and flocculants combining 

with thickeners or centrifuges approaches (Azam and Rima 2015; Farkish and Fall 2013; Proskin 

et al. 2010; Reis et al. 2016). Biological amendments are also explored to overcome the stable 

MFT fabric and increase the solid contents for reclamation. Siddique et al. (2014a; b) stimulated 

the MFT by adding low concentrations of labile organic subtracts (i.e., hydrolyzed canola meal) 

to improve anaerobic microbial activity. They found that the densification of the MFT was on 

account of the increase of pore water chemical concentration, the release of biogenic gases, and 

the change of solids' phase chemistry. The indigenous earthworms, Tubifex, were able to make 

channels for MFT decanting (Yang et al. 2016). A mixture of microorganisms, enzymes, and 

organics was blended with MFT; and the mixture accelerated the dewatering process of MFT and 

lowered bitumen-derived toxicity (Yu et al. 2018a). Although many techniques have been used 

to improve the properties of MFT and accelerate the reclamation process of tailings ponds, 

alternative treatment methods are still needed. Liang et al. (2015) used MICP to increase the 

shear strength of MFT and found that after 24 hours of incubation the undrained shear strength of 

MFT increased from about 20 Pa up to 789.79 Pa. Liu and Montoya (2020) did a preliminary 

large-strain consolidation test and found that MICP accelerated the consolidation process of 

MFT. Previous work indicated the potential benefits of MICP to improve the properties of MFT 

and further experimental work is still needed to investigate the development of MICP treated 
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MFT and demonstrate the mechanisms of the MICP treatment on MFT. Meanwhile, MFT 

harbors various microbial communities including sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) (Ramos-

Padrón et al. 2011). As mentioned above, the sulfate reduction metabolisms also indicated 

potential application for MCIP. The sulfate reduction MICP pathway is also worthy of being 

investigated in MFT. 

1.2 Scope of Research 

The research presented in this dissertation involved geotechnical and environmental 

experiments to study the MICP treated MFT. The ureolysis process via S. pasteurii augmented-

MICP was applied to study the self-weight consolidation and large-strain consolidation processes 

of the MICP treated MFT. For the self-weight consolidation process, the column tests were 

conducted and the pore water chemistry and fabric of FT without and with MICP were evaluated. 

The diffuse double layer (DDL) thicknesses of untreated and treated FT were assessed and 

compared. The mechanisms of the MICP treatment on FT were proposed as decreasing the DDL 

thickness by increasing the ionic strength and flocculating solids particles via biological 

catalyzed carbonate precipitation. Based on the analysis of the self-consolidation process, the 

large-strain consolidation tests were designed to consider the chemically induced consolidation 

(Chem) and MICP. Compressibility and permeability of the untreated MFT, Chem treated MFT, 

and MICP treated MFT were estimated during the large-strain consolidation process. Based on 

the preliminary large-strain consolidation testing results (Liu and Montoya 2020), the MICP 

treatment accelerated the development of the solid-to-solid fabric during the consolidation. To 

demonstrate the formation of soil skeleton due to MICP, the large-strain consolidation test setup 

was redesigned with the installation of a pair of bender elements. Ureolysis and sulfate reduction 

stimulated-MICP were also explored in this research. Culturing factors such as air availability, 
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initial solution pH, and methanogens inhibitor were considered. The change of the supplied ions 

(i.e., calcium and sulfate), development of minerals (i.e, calcite), and behavior of fabric due to 

different treatments were evaluated. The microbiome of the stimulated-MICP treated MFT was 

studied to discover the stimulated microorganisms and the impacts of the stimulated-MICP on 

the microbial community. Lastly, to apply MICP on a large-scale such as treatment in tailings 

ponds, an upscaling bacterial inoculation method that can meet the requirements for large-scale 

geotechnical applications is proposed. 

The presented research is intended: (1) to study the performance and mechanisms of the 

flocculating behavior of MICP treated FT, (2) to evaluate the compressibility and permeability of 

the Chem and MICP treated MFT, (3) to estimate the formation of soil skeleton of MFT due to 

the MICP treatment, (4) to stimulate the indigenous microorganisms of MFT for MICP and 

examine the effects of culturing factors on the stimulation, (5) to investigate the microbiome of 

the stimulated-MICP treated MFT, (6) to propose a bacterial inoculation method for the large-

scale MICP application. 

1.3 Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation consists of five additional chapters. The next four chapters are the main 

chapters that evaluated the geotechnical and geoenvironmental properties of the MICP treated 

MFT in detail. And the last chapter summarizes the contributions and lists the future work. Brief 

descriptions of the following chapters are shown below. 

Chapter 2 investigates the performance and mechanisms of the flocculating behavior of 

the augmented-MICP treated FT. A self-weight consolidation column test was monitored for 31 

days. The variations of the pore water chemistry of the untreated and treated FT were used to 

quantify the changes in the DDL thickness. Three chemical equilibrium scenarios were analyzed 
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to consider the MICP-biochemical reactions during the treatment. To sustain the fragile card-

house structure of FT, the cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) technique was used to 

observe the fabric of untreated and treated FT. This paper is under reviewed in Canadian Civil 

Engineering authored by Qianwen Liu and Brina Montoya. 

Chapter 3 explores the large-strain consolidation behavior of the augmented-MICP 

treated FT. As presented in Chapter 2, the change of the ionic strength affected the DDL 

thickness. The Chem and MICP treatment were considered to compare the chemical and 

biological effects. Besides an LVDT position transducer and a load cell, the large-strain 

consolidation setup was also equipped with pore water transducers and a pair of bender elements. 

The compressibility (i.e., e-log σ’ relationship) and permeability (i.e., log k-e relationship) of 

each specimen were estimated. With the observation of shear wave velocity, the development of 

the soil skeleton of the treated specimens was evaluated. Additionally, the slope of the 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎′ plot was determined with different selections of void ratio functions for 

assessment of the cementation level. The preliminary large-strain consolidation test results have 

been published in the conference proceeding of Geo-Congress 2020 authored by Qianwen Liu 

and Brina Montoya. A journal paper will be prepared corresponding to the data in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 discusses the stimulation of the indigenous microorganisms of the MFT for 

MICP. Both ureolysis and sulfate reduction stimulated-MICP were considered. Different 

culturing factors including air availability, initial solution pH, and methanogens inhibition were 

considered. Physicochemical characteristics estimation, mineral identification, macro and fabric 

observation, and microbiome analysis were used to evaluate the behavior of untreated and treated 

MFT. The ureolysis stimulation portion of this chapter will be prepared for submission to 

Environmental Science & Technology. 
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Chapter 5 proposes an upscaling bacterial inoculation method for the field scale MICP 

applications. This inoculation method included four steps to culture Sporoscarcina pasteurii to at 

least 73 L. The specific growth rate of the bacteria was measured in each step. And three 

different types of agar plates were used to evaluate contamination, cells counting, and urease 

efficiency of bacterial solutions. This chapter will be prepared for a technical note to a journal.  

Finally, the main contributions of this dissertation are presented in Chapter 6.  
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Figures 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of oil sands extraction process and fine tailings storage 
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CHAPTER 2. EFFECTS OF MICROBIALLY INDUCED CARBONATE 

PRECIPITATION ON DIFFUSE DOUBLE LAYER AND PARTICLE FABRIC OF OIL 

SANDS FINE TAILINGS 

This chapter was under review in Canadian Civil Engineering. The contents are 

presented herein, with editorial edits. 

Abstract 

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a sustainable biological process 

that catalyzes carbonate mineral precipitation within geomaterials. This study evaluates the 

performance and mechanisms of the MICP treatment for flocculating the oil sands fine tailings 

(FT). Column tests showed that the untreated FT did not decant during the 31 days. However, the 

MICP technique shortened the dewatering process. To elucidate the mechanisms of the MICP-

induced flocculation of the FT, the diffuse double layer (DDL) thickness and microstructure of 

the specimens were evaluated. Three chemical equilibrium scenarios that gradually considered 

the MICP-biochemical reactions were explored to analyze the change of the DDL thickness. The 

results showed that increasing of ionic strength by urea hydrolysis decreased the DDL thickness. 

The fabric observation indicated that the specimens with the most calcium carbonate 

precipitation had the densest fabric. In summary, the MICP technique densified the fabric of FT 

via urea hydrolysis process and precipitating minerals.  

2.1 Introduction 

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a sustainable biological ground 

improvement technique. The bacteria cells use the soil surfaces as nucleation sites (Stocks-

Fischer et al. 1999) with the calcium carbonate precipitation bonding and coating the soil 

particles (DeJong et al. 2010; Nafisi et al. 2020). Among the various bio-mediated soil 
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improvement approaches, typically Sporosarcina pasteurii (S. pasteurii) is selected for ureolytic-

driven MICP treatment on soils. The chemical reactions related to the ureolytic-driven MICP are 

shown by Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 (Stocks-Fischer et al. 1999).  

 

32 2 2 4NH - CO - NH +3H O 2NH +OH +HCO+ − −→
 Eq. (2.1) 

 
Eq. (2.2) 

 

The MICP technique has been mostly applied on sandy soils for different engineering 

purposes. The MICP-cementation improved the resistance to sour and erosion (Do et al. 2020) 

and to liquefaction (Xiao et al. 2018), and improved the shaft resistance and toe-bearing capacity 

of foundations (Lin et al. 2016b; Xiao et al. 2020b). Besides the achievement of using MICP in 

sands, MICP also demonstrates potential applications on fine-grained materials including 

industrial by-products. For example, MICP reduced the surface cracking extent of clay soils due 

to the particle bonds by precipitation (Liu et al. 2020). The MICP-treated marine clays had 

higher unconfined compressive strength and less compressibility (Kannan et al. 2020). The 

MICP-stabilized coal ash exhibited increased shear wave velocity and reduced leaching of trace 

elements (Safavizadeh et al. 2019). Liang et al. (2015) showed that MICP increased the shear 

strength of oil sands fine tailings (FT) from about 20 Pa up to 789.79 Pa after one day of 

treatment. Liu and Montoya (2020) studied the large-strain consolidation behavior of the MICP 

treated FT and found that the MICP treated FT had less compressibility with less decrease in 

permeability. Current studies demonstrate that the MICP technique improves the engineering 

properties of FT; however, the mechanisms of the MICP technique on FT are still unclear. 

FT exists in a form of slurry and is the by-product of the bitumen extraction process from 

the oil sands. Bitumen is extracted by the Clark hot or water-based extraction process, which 

2+ - -

3 3(s) 2Ca +HCO OH CaCO +H O+ →
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uses a mixture of warm to hot water, steam, air, and caustic chemicals to separate bitumen from 

oil sands (Masliyah et al. 2004). The extraction process produces large quantities of slurry that is 

the FT. By the end of 2013, FT occupied an area of 220 km2 (Farkish and Fall 2013). Previous 

studies use the term fluid fine tailings (FFT) for fresh FT, and mature fine tailings (MFT) for FT 

that have been deposited at least for 3-5 years (Scott et al. 1985). The MFT exhibits behavior 

consistent with extremely dispersed particles, high void ratio fabric, long-term and large-strain 

consolidation, and low yield strength (Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009b). The tailings accumulating in 

ponds over the years hinder land reclamation and pose risk to the surrounding environment. To 

accelerate the settlement of FT and reclamation of the tailings ponds, strategies have also been 

proposed including freeze-thaw and dry cycling methods (Proskin et al. 2010), composite tailings 

(Matthews et al. 2002), flocculation by polymers (Farkish and Fall 2013; Reis et al. 2016). In 

addition to MICP, other biological amendments by microbes (Siddique et al. 2014a; b), enzymes 

(Yu et al. 2018a), and indigenous earthworms (Yang et al. 2016, 2019) have been studied to 

speed up the reclamation of FT. The chemical and physical treatments have a relatively high 

cost, unknown long-term stability issues, and unanticipated environmental impact, while 

biological amendments are alternative, sustainable approaches to treat the tailings (Yang et al. 

2019; Yu et al. 2018a). 

Alteration of ionic strength of porewater affected the physicochemical interactions of 

soils, especially for soils having more than 10% clay minerals (Mitchell and Soga. 2005; Zhang 

et al. 2013a, 2019b). Liu et al. (2005) found that a calcium addition into the bitumen-soil system 

decreased the electrostatic double layer force and made the system flocculated. Siddique et al. 

(2014a) calculated the diffuse double layer (DDL) thickness of organic substrate amended FT. 

They concluded that the indigenous microbial metabolism increased the ionic strength of the 
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pore water, which accelerated the sedimentation of the FT by reducing the DDL thickness. Note 

that the MICP process also changes the pore water chemistry of the treated system, as presented 

in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. Thus, studying the soil-water-chemical interactions of MICP-treated FT may 

explain the mechanisms induced by MICP. The addition of calcium chloride to the system 

increases the ionic strength of the treated soil directly. As urease is produced by bacteria 

catalyzes the urea hydrolysis process, the pore water has additional ammonium, bicarbonate, and 

hydroxide ions (Eq. 2.1). Conversely, the calcium carbonate precipitation decreases the ionic 

strength but bonds the soil particles (Eq. 2.2). Thus, the full mechanisms of the MICP treated FT 

needs to be studied and addressed. 

In this paper, the MICP treated and untreated FT are studied to elucidate the treatment 

effects on the tailings’ fabric with the objective of investigating the flocculation-inducing extent 

of the biochemical process. An experimental program included column tests and fabric 

observation to characterize the dewatering behavior of the FT. The experimental program was 

complemented with chemical equilibrium modeling to assess the changes in the DDL at different 

stages of the MICP reactions. An overview of the study discussed herein is presented in Figure 

2.1. 

While previous MICP studies emphasized the bonding-mechanism by calcium carbonate 

precipitation onto natural sand particles, a better understanding of the changes in the DDL 

thickness due to the biochemical reactions is needed for explaining the MICP-induced 

flocculation process in FT material. Work herein addresses this gap by evaluating three chemical 

scenarios related to the impact of the ureolytic reactions. As both chemical reactions and 

biological activities are involved in the MICP treatment, the DDL thickness is quantified to 

consider the influence of the dissolved ions in the pore water from the treatment media on the 
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flocculation of the FT. To characterize the changes to the fabric of FT from the MICP process, 

cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) images are analyzed. Results are presented and 

discussed with a focus on the flocculation of the FT materials.  

2.2 Methods and Material 

2.2.1 Oil Sands Fine Tailings and Inoculation of Bacteria 

FT was sampled by Syncrude Canada Ltd. The tailings samples were stirred to reestablish 

a homogeneous suspension before use. The initial physical properties of the FT are presented in 

Table 2.1. The presence of the bitumen as a part of the solids requires a redefinition of some 

common geotechnical parameters (Dusseault and Scott 1983). The parameters in Table 2.1 are 

expressed in geotechnical engineering terms, where the indexes are expressed on the basis of dry 

solids mass (i.e., the solids mass including bitumen and soils). Thus, the bitumen content in 

Table 2.1 was the ratio of bitumen mass to dry solids mass and the measurement method 

followed previous studies (Holowenko et al. 2000; Liu and Montoya 2020). The chemical 

properties of the tailings (Table 2.1) were evaluated using a Dionex ICS-5000+Ion 

Chromatography system (Thermo Scientific) and Dionex ICS-2000+Dionex AS-DV system 

(Thermo Scientific). The precipitation content was tested using the gravimetric acid wash 

method with duplicate specimens (Safavizadeh et al. 2019). The standard deviation (SD) of the 

duplicate specimens was also reported. Other test methods in Table 2.1 followed Liu and 

Montoya (2020). 

The ureolytic-driven bacteria, S. pasteurii (ATCC 11859) was cultured for the MICP 

treatment and the inoculation method followed Safavizadeh et al. (2019). The optical density 

(OD600) value was 1.02 with approximately 1.4 × 107 cells/mL.  
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2.2.2 Self-weight Consolidation Column Tests 

The MICP-treated and untreated tailings were self-consolidated in sedimentation 

cylinders to evaluate the tailings’ particle size distribution changes and the self-consolidation 

capability. Three test groups were explored: (1) control, (2) FSU, and (3) FSUC (e.g., Figure 

2.1). The control group was the baseline FT material. The FSU group consisted of FT mixed 

with S. pasteurii and urea; any precipitated cations (e.g., calcium) in the FSU group were 

provided from the tailings pore water (i.e., no calcium was added to the system.) The FSUC 

group contained FT mixed with S. pasteurii, urea, and calcium chloride. Detailed components of 

each test group are presented in Table 2.2. The treatment recipe followed Martinez et al. (2013) 

to have a 3:1 urea to calcium molar concentration ratio.  

Hydrometer tests (ASTM D7928-17) were conducted within the sedimentation cylinders 

to explore the particle size distributions of each group for the first 24 hours. Dispersion agents, 

such as sodium hexametaphosphate, were not used herein to elucidate the effect of MICP on the 

flocculation of particles. Duplicate results of the hydrometer tests were obtained. The first batch 

was observed for 31 days. And the observation of the second batch was ceased after 6 days due 

to unexpected lab access limitations. To decrease the tailings’ disturbance, the hydrometers 

remained in the cylinders for the entire period. The volume of the solids was obtained from the 

graduations on the cylinders. The water-solids interface elevation that is an indicator of the 

dewatering phenomena was defined as the boundary between the released water and tailings The 

void ratio, e, of each group after testing was calculated by e = w × Gs / S, where w is the final 

water content; Gs is the specific gravity, which is 1.98 (Table 2.1); and S is the tailings 

saturation, which is assumed to be 100%. 
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2.2.3 Chemical Equilibrium Modeling 

The chemical equilibrium model software, Visual MINTEQ ver. 3.1, was used to 

simulate the dissolved ions and calcium precipitation at an equilibrium state. The biologically 

related equilibrium relationships are not incorporated into MINTEQ. Additionally, urea as a 

nonionic organic compound cannot be a direct input component into MINTEQ, as only the 

cations or anions are available for the MINTEQ. Therefore, to analyze the MICP process the 

state of urea should be addressed, which provides an opportunity to study the whole MICP 

process gradually. If urea is not hydrolyzed, urea would not change the ionic strength of the pore 

water. If the urea is hydrolyzed, the urea hydrolyzed products (i.e., NH4
+, HCO3

-, and OH-) could 

increase the ionic strength (I, mM) that is calculated by Eq. 2.3 with the ion concentration (Ci, 

mM) and its charge (Zi). Urea herein was assumed to be fully hydrolyzed to ammonium and 

carbonate, following Eq. 2.1. The modeling temperature was specified as 20 ℃ and the initial pH 

was 8 (Table 2.1). The equilibrium pH was calculated by mass balance. The input components 

for the MINTEQ scenarios are presented in Table 2.3 and include the following: (1) urea non-

hydrolysis (UNH), (2) urea hydrolysis with non-precipitation (UH), and (3) urea hydrolysis with 

calcium precipitation (UHC). The results calculated using MINTEQ (i.e., output components in 

Table 2.3) were extended to calculate the DDL thickness as is discussed subsequently.  

 

n
2

i i

i=1

1
I= C Z

2


 
Eq. (2.3) 

 

An overview of the biogeochemical effects that were illustrated by the modeling 

scenarios on the MICP-treated FT is presented in Table 2.4. The UNH scenario represents the 

condition when chemicals and bacteria were mixed with FT, but urea has not hydrolyzed yet. 
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Since urea has not hydrolyzed, the input components for the Control and FSU are the same in the 

UNH model. In the UNH model, the Control and FUS represent the baseline of DDL thickness 

(Table 2.4). The input for FSUC case had additional components Ca2+ and Cl- (Tables 2.3 and 

2.4). In the UNH model, the augmented Ca2+ and Cl- were considered to alter the DDL thickness 

of FSUC (Table 2.4). For the UH scenario and the UHC scenario, it was assumed that the input 

urea (Table 2.2) was completely hydrolyzed by the S. pasteurii urease enzyme. Urea hydrolysis 

products by bacterial metabolism are NH4
+ and HCO3

- (Eq. 2.1) which are reflected by the input 

components of the UH model and UHC model (Table 2.3). The UH scenario was built to explain 

the urea hydrolysis contribution to the FT consolidation. Precipitation was not specified in 

MINTEQ for the UNH and UH scenarios. These two scenarios presented the effects of the 

dissolved ions on the FT consolidation. Both in-situ and augmented cations were considered 

being precipitated. Precipitation like calcite and dolomite were specified as the possible 

precipitation in the UHC model depending on the dissolved ion. The outputs of the chemical 

equilibrium model were used to obtain the ionic concentrations remaining in the pore fluid. 

2.2.4 DDL Thickness Calculation 

To explain the effect of the added chemicals on the FT and separate the effect of 

biological reactions from the chemical reactions, the DDL thickness of the experimental groups 

(i.e., control, FSU, and FSUC) in the three chemical equilibrium scenarios (i.e., UNH, UH, and 

UHC) was evaluated. The DDL thickness is calculated using Eq. 2.4, where the 1/K is the DDL 

thickness (nm); ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum (8.85 × 10-12 C2J-1m-1); D is the dielectric 

constant of the medium (Dwater = 80); T is the temperature (T20℃ = 293.15 K); kB is the 

Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10-23 JK-1); e is the elementary charge (1.60 × 10-19 C); NA is the 
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Avogadro’s number (6.02 × 1023 ions/mol); and I is the ionic strength (Equation 2.3) (Butt et al. 

2003; Mitchell and Soga. 2005). 

 

90 B

2

A

ε DTk1
= 10

K 2e N I
  Eq. (2.4) 

 

The chemical concentrations of each component were obtained from the results of the 

MINTEQ scenarios (Table 2.3). The UNH scenario assumed no microbial activities involved in 

the samples and represented the moment when the chemicals and bacteria were just mixed with 

the tailings (Table 2.2); the UH scenario emphasized the function of microbial urea hydrolysis 

(Eq. 2.1) on the consolidation of FT and assumed the urea hydrolysis products (i.e., carbonate) 

were not precipitated with calcium; and the UHC scenario estimated the efforts of the total 

chemical reactions of MICP process (Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2) on the FT consolidation. By comparing 

the three scenarios on the changes of the DDL thickness of FT, the influence of the dissolved 

ions from the MICP treatment on the FT flocculation and sedimentation are explained. 

2.2.5 Microscale Evaluation  

Due to the sensitive fabric of FT, a cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) 

system was used to evaluate the microstructure of the material at the termination of the treatment 

process. Cryo-SEM images were conducted using a JEOL JSM-7600 FE SEM (JEOL USA) 

outfitted with Alto-2500 (Gatan). Adobe Photoshop CC was used to analyze the cryo-SEM 

images by calculating the distance between the solids (ds) and the area of the voids to the areas of 

the solids (V/S ratio) as a two-dimensional proxy to void ratio. To assess the average ds, four 

points in the control group, four points in the FSU group, and six points in the FSUC group were 

assessed. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Column Tests 

The physical and chemical properties of the FT are presented in Table 2.1. Due to the low 

specific gravity of bitumen, the FT solids have a 1.98 specific gravity. The sample possesses 

10.3% sand (> 75 µm) content and 0.11 sand fines ratio (ASTM D6913/D6913M-17 and 

Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009). The control particle distributions from the 1st- and 2nd - batches 

resemble other untreated FT particle distributions in the literature (Figure 2.2).  

The MICP-treated FT groups present coarser particle distributions than the control 

groups. The two control batches have the finest particle distribution compared to the other 

treated groups, with ~42% of the particles smaller than 0.002 mm. However, the MICP process 

appears to increase the particle size, creating a coarser particle distribution. FSU and FSUC have 

about 20% and 10% particles finer than 0.002 mm regardless of the test batches. In both batches, 

FSU and FSUC present a difference in particle size distribution: FSU has a finer distribution 

compared to FSUC because only the in-situ cations were available for carbonate precipitation 

during the MICP process. 

The decrease in water-solids interface elevation of the FT in the graduated cylinder 

provides an indication of the flocculation improved by MICP. All three groups assessed in 

duplicates had an initial water-solids interface elevation of 33.26 cm (Figure 2.3). Within one 

hour (0.04-day) the control and the FSU groups maintained the same level of water-solids 

interface elevation. However, the water-solids interface elevation of the FSUC decreased 

immediately. The decrease interface elevation of FSUC groups reflected the effects of Ca2+ and 

Cl- on the tailings’ particles, which will be discussed in the following section. After the first 

hour, water began to release from the FSU, while water was still trapped within the control 
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sample. The 2nd-batch control kept at the same level of interface elevation for the six testing 

days. The surface of 1st-batch control dropped a total of 3.11 cm within the 31 days. Since the 

1st-bacth control did not display supernatant, the decrease in volume is assumed to be due to 

evaporation. The final water-solids elevations in the first batch of the control, FSU and FSUC are 

30.16 cm, 11.81 cm, and 9.01 cm, respectively. The treated columns (FSU and FSUC groups) 

showed a rapid drop of the water-solids interface elevation during the testing period. Although 

the second batch tests were ceased earlier, the 2nd-batch FSU and 2nd-batch FSUC demonstrated 

similar settlement trends to the first batch tests during the observation period. The results from 

the column tests indicate that the MICP treatment accelerates the sedimentation process of the 

tailings, which may help the oil sands industry shorten the reclamation time of the tailings ponds. 

2.3.2 Mechanisms of MICP Treated FT 

The MICP process affects the FT by 1) decreasing the DDL due to the increase in ionic 

strength of the pore fluid, and 2) flocculating the particles because of the carbonate precipitation. 

Each effect is discussed further in the subsequent sections. 

2.3.2.1 Effect of Urea Hydrolysis on FT 

The UNH scenario and UH scenario which consider the urea hydrolysis (i.e., Eq. 2.1) are 

discussed herein. As presented in Table 2.2, FSU has additional urea and FSUC has additional 

urea and calcium chloride compared to the control samples. Urea hydrolysis products by 

bacterial metabolism are NH4
+ and HCO3

- (Eq. 2.1). The FSU and control have the same DDL 

thickness in the UNH scenario when the biological metabolism is not considered (Figure 2.4). 

This result matched the observation from time 0 to 0.04-day when the control and FSU water-

solids interface elevations were the same but FSUC’s was lower (Figure 2.3). Urea cannot be 

considered as a cation or an anion, thus, urea did not change the ionic strength of FSU and FSUC 
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solutions. And since urea hydrolysis is not considered, the hydrolysis products are not present as 

input components into the MINTEQ (see Table 2.3). Without urea hydrolysis products, the DDL 

thickness of FSUC is 19% of the control and FSU in the UNH scenario due to the additional Ca2+ 

and Cl-. With increasing concentrations of ions in the pore water, the ionic strength of the 

solution is increased (Tables 2.3 and 2.4) and it decreases the DDL thickness in return (Eq. 2.4).  

As the bacteria hydrolyze urea, the pore water chemistry of the FT is altered, which 

decreases the DDL thickness of the MICP-treated specimens. Note that the UH scenario is used 

to show Eq. 2.1 alone reacting in the system (i.e., presented in Table 2.4). In the UH scenario, the 

DDL thickness of the control maintains the same level as in the UNH scenario because the water 

chemistry of the control does not change. Comparing UH to UNH scenarios, the DDL thickness 

of FSU drops from 3.44 nm to 0.49 nm, and the DDL thickness of the FSUC changes from 0.66 

nm to 0.39 nm. In the MICP treatment process, urea and calcium chloride were introduced into 

the FT system. Chemical consolidation can be induced by the additional ions. With the 

hydrolysis of urea and dissolving of calcium chloride, the increased ions of the pore water 

flocculate the fabric of FT (Mitchell and Soga. 2005). The decrease of the DDL thickness will 

decrease the interparticle negative charge, leading to a reduction of the global volume (Witteveen 

et al. 2013). 

2.3.2.2 Effect of Calcium Carbonate Precipitation on FT  

MICP treatment also densifies the tailings via carbonate precipitation (Eq. 2.2). Note that 

the UH scenario only simulates the effect of urea hydrolysis (Eq. 2.1) on the FT. The UHC 

scenario encompasses reactions in both Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. When carbonate precipitation was 

calculated by MINTEQ, the amount of the dissolved ions (e.g., Ca2+ and CO3
2-) at equilibrium in 

the pore water declined (Table 2.3). Comparing the UH with UHC, the DDL thickness of the 
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FSU remains constant at 0.49 nm owing to its low concentration of calcium (Figure 2.4). 

Although the FSUC has additional calcium chloride, the DDL thickness of FSUC increased from 

0.39 nm in the UH scenario to 0.47 nm in the UHC scenario. Because most of the additional 

calcium is precipitated as calcium carbonate, the ionic strength of the solution experiences a 

corresponding decrease, resulting in an increase in the DDL thickness with precipitation. 

The UHC scenario indicates slight differences between the FSU and FSUC groups 

(Figure 2.5a), but this result does not agree with the experimental observation data (Figure 2.6 

and Figure 2.5b-f). After one month of testing, the volumes of the FSU and FSUC groups are 

42% and 32% of the final volume of the control group, respectively (Figure 2.5b). Under the 

same 2000x magnification, the cryo-SEM images displayed similar card-house structures among 

the three tested groups (Figure 2.6), but FSUC group had the tightest arrangements of card-house 

structures comparing to the control and FSU. The cryo-SEM device used was not equipped with 

an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer to examine the elemental composition of the specimens. 

By comparing the larger particles in the upper-right corner of Figure 2.6c to Liang et al. (2015), 

these particles may be the cemented solids from the MICP treatment. Thus, the precipitation 

provides an additional densification of the FT fabric. The DDL thickness calculation emphasizes 

the effect of the dissolved ions on the surface of the FT material; thus, the benefit of precipitation 

is not fully explained by DDL thickness using the results of the UH and UHC scenarios. 

To estimate the effects of MICP on densifying tailings’ fabric other measurements should 

be supplemented. The cryo-SEM image analyses demonstrate that the average ds of FSU and 

FSUC are 2.9 µm (SD = 0.32) and 1.3 µm (SD = 0.47), respectively (Figure 2.5e). The initial e 

of the groups was 23.7, and the final e of the control, FSU, FSUC were 20.5, 7.7, and 6.3, 

respectively. The control maintained its high e as water was trapped inside the tailings, while the 
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FSUC group showed a decreased the final e beyond that of the FSU group due to the induced 

precipitation. In Figure 2.5c and Figure 2.5d, final e and the cryo-SEM V/S ratios show a 

decreasing trend within the control, the FSU, and the FSUC groups. While the V/S ratios cannot 

be used to directly estimate the specimens’ void ratios, the V/S ratio has a positive correlation 

with e. The V/S ratio and e may be correlated 4:25 ratio, but more data are needed to further 

establish such relationship. The precipitation bonds the tailings particles to form larger 

aggregates of material that settle quicker (Figure 2.2). The control group has a 5.11% (SD = 

0.85) initial precipitation content, as determined by the acid wash method. Normalized by the 

initial precipitation content, the FSUC possessed the highest amount of precipitation content 

among the groups as shown in Figure 2.5f. Although an additional calcium source was not 

provided to FSU group, this group still obtained 5.55% (SD = 0.27) normalized precipitation 

content. Figure 2.5f shows that based on the UHC scenario the FSU and FSUC group had 0.01% 

and 9.72% precipitation, respectively. Specimens located at the solids-water interface are used to 

conduct the acid wash method. The sampling location may explain why the acid wash 

precipitation contents are higher than the results of UHC scenarios, as during the biological-

chemical reactions the tailings are not as homogeneous as during their initial state. Both the acid 

wash method and UHC scenario results indicate that the FSUC group had the highest 

precipitation content. The results presented in this paper indicate that the MICP treatment 

method increased the particle sizes of FT, which is consistent with Liang et al. (2015). Increasing 

the particle size, decreasing solids distance ds, and the V/S ratio are the reflections of changing 

fabric of FT by MICP treatment. 
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2.4 Summary and Conclusions 

The effects of MICP on the FT are evaluated through column testing experimental 

program, chemical equilibrium modeling, and cryo-SEM images. The settlement behavior and 

fabric densification mechanism of the MICP treated FT are summarized herein.  

The FSU and the FSUC groups have coarser particles than the control group due to the 

induced precipitation. As only the indigenous cations (e.g., calcium) is used, the FSU group has 

finer precipitated aggregates compared to FSUC group. After one month of testing duration, 

water was not released from the control group. However, the MICP-treated FT had decreasing 

water-solids interface elevation during the tests. The final water-solids interface elevations of the 

control, FSU, and FSUC groups were 30.15 cm, 11.81 cm, and 9.01 cm, respectively. Thus, the 

MICP accelerates the FT settlement process.  

The MICP method influences the fabric of FT in two ways: reduction of the DDL 

thickness and initiation of precipitation. The MICP treatment contains biological-chemical 

reactions that change the water chemistry and the solids fabric. Three chemical equilibrium 

modeling scenarios UNH, UH and UHC are considered to mimic the MICP treatment process. 

The three scenarios evaluate the dissolved ion concentrations which are then used to compute the 

DDL thickness of each tested group. The UH scenario examined the urea hydrolysis process 

without precipitation. In the UH scenario, the DDL thickness of the control, FSU, and FSUC 

groups were 3.44 nm, 0.49 nm, and 0.39 nm, respectively. The DDL thickness of FT decreased 

in the MICP-treated groups owing to the increase of soluble ions from MICP recipes. Additional 

dissolved chemicals introduced into the FT change the pore water chemistry, and the increase of 

the dissolved ions decreases the DDL thickness of the tailings. However, the reduction of DDL 

thickness alone does not represent the overall reduction of volume of the tailings. Although, the 
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UHC scenario considers both urea hydrolysis reaction and precipitation reaction, the DDL 

thickness of the FSU and FSUC groups are slightly different. In the UHC scenario, the DDL 

thickness of the control, FSU, and FSUC groups were 3.44 nm, 0.49 nm, and 0.47 nm, 

respectively. The DDL thickness of the FSUC group increased from 0.39 nm in the UH scenario 

to 0.47 nm in UHC scenario due to the decline of the dissolved ions in the pore water with the 

progress of precipitation. The particle size distribution, cryo-SEM images analyses, and 

precipitation content analyses demonstrated that the FSUC group had the denser fabric and more 

flocculated particles compared to the control and FSU groups. Thus, this paper reveals that the 

microbial hydrolysis of urea and microbially induced precipitation densifies the FT fabric and 

flocculates the solids particles. For further MICP applications on FT, the changes of ionic 

strength and the amount of precipitation need to be addressed. 
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Tables 

Table 2.1. Physical and Chemical Properties of the testing sample. 

Physical properties Values Ions concentration（mg/L) 

Water content (wt%) 196 [Na+] 573.5 

Bitumen content (wt%) 13 [K+] 22.5 

Sand content (%, > 75 µm) 10.3 [Ca2+] 10.3 

Fines content (%, <75 µm) 89.7 [Mg2+] 11.7 

Specific surface area (m2/g) 122 [NH4
+] 14.1 

Liquid limit 57 [Cl-] 393.3 

Plasticity index 23 [HCO3
-] 2300 

Specific gravity 1.98 pH 8 

Note: the indexes presented in this table were based on geotechnical engineering definitions. 

 

Table 2.2. Experimental trials of the column test. 

Test 

group 
Components FT 

S. pasteurii 

(107 cells/mL) 

Urea 

concentration 

CaCl2 

concentration 
  mL mL M M 

Control FT Solution 200 0 0 0 

FSU 
FT + S. pasteurii + 

Urea 
200 50 0.25 0 

FSUC 
FT + S. pasteurii + 

Urea + CaCl2 
200 50 0.25 0.075 
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Table 2.3. Input and output component concentration of the MINTEQ scenarios. 

MINTEQ 

 scenarios 
Test sample 

Component concentration, mM Ionic strength 

[Na+] [K+] [Ca2+] [Mg2+] [Cl-] [HCO3
-] [NH4

+] mM 

UNH Input & Output 

Control 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 7.54 0.16 7.82 

FSU 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 7.54 0.16 7.82 

FSUC 4.99 0.12 75.05 0.10 152.22 7.54 0.16 232.82 

UH Input & Output 

Control 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 7.54 0.16 7.82 

FSU 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 257.54 500.16 382.82 

FSUC 4.99 0.12 75.05 0.10 152.22 257.54 500.16 607.82 

UHC 

Input 

Control 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 7.54 0.16 7.82 

FSU 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 257.54 500.16 382.82 

FSUC 4.99 0.12 75.05 0.10 152.22 257.54 500.16 607.82 

Output 

Control 4.99 0.12 0.05 0.10 2.22 7.54 0.16 7.82 

FSU 4.99 0.12 0.00 0.03 2.22 257.42 500.16 382.52 

FSUC 4.99 0.12 0.01 0.00 152.22 182.24 500.16 419.89 

Note: As the precipitation process was not considered, the input and output of UNH and UH scenarios did not change. The details of 

the scenarios are explained in section 2.2.4.  
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Table 2.4. Governing biogeochemical influences on DDL thickness of specimens. 

Test 

samples 

Chemical modeling scenarios 

UNH UH UHC 

Control Baseline DDL thickness 

FSU 
Baseline DDL 

thickness 

DDL: urea hydrolysis 

products 

DDL: urea hydrolysis 

products 

Precipitation: not 

considered 

Precipitation: in-situ cations 

with bio-induced CO3
2- 

FSUC 

DDL: augmented 

Ca2+ and Cl- 

DDL: urea hydrolysis 

products, augmented Ca2+ 

and Cl- 

DDL: urea hydrolysis 

products and augmented Cl- 

Precipitation: not 

considered 

Precipitation: not 

considered 

Precipitation: in-situ and 

augmented cations with bio-

induced CO3
2 

Note: The detailed ionic concentration of each scenario is presented in Table 2.3. DDL is diffuse 

double layer. The description of Table 2.4 shows in section 2.2.4. The results of the DDL 

thickness are in section 2.3.2.  
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Figures 

 
 

Figure 2.1. Sketch of the MICP treated FT for this paper (not in scale). FSU represents the FT 

mixes with S. pasteurii and urea. FSUC represents the FT mixes with S. pasteurii, urea, and 

calcium chloride. Cryo-SEM is cryo-scanning election microscopy, and DDL is diffuse double 

layer. 
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Figure 2.2. Particle size distribution of MICP untreated and treated FT from this paper and 

literature. 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Water-solids interface of MICP untreated and treated FT samples. The first batch was 

monitored for 30 days. The second batch was observed for 6 days.  
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Figure 2.4. The DDL thickness of testing groups in different modeling scenarios. The line at 3.44 

nm shows the DDL thickness of the control group. The columns show DDL thickness of FSU 

and FSUC groups in different modeling scenarios. 
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Figure 2.5. Experimental and modeling results of the tested groups. (a) The DDL thickness in 

UHC scenario. (b) The final tailings volume (c) Final e (d) V/S ratio (e) Average ds (f) 

Normalized acid wash precipitation content and UHC precipitation content. 
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Figure 2.6. Cryo-SEM images of the groups. (a) cryo-SEM of the control group. (b) cryo-SEM 

of the FSU group. (c) cryo-SEM of the FSUC group. In the cryo-SEM images, the light gray 

areas are the solids, and the dark gray areas are the pores. The arrows in the images indicate the 

measurement method of ds. Additionally, in figure (c) largely precipitated minerals can be 

observed, such as observed in the upper right corner. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CONSOLIDATION BEHAVIOR OF 

MATURE FINE TAILINGS TREATED WITH MICROBIALLY INDUCED 

CARBONATE PRECIPITATION 

The preliminary test results of this chapter were published in the conference proceeding of Geo-

Congress 2020 authored by Qianwen Liu and Brina Montoya. 

Abstract 

Mature fine tailings (MFTs) are the by-products of the oil sands extraction processes and 

pose a challenge to the geo-environmental community. Large impoundments are required to 

store MFTs due to physical characteristics of the material, namely the high volume of the water 

in tailings and large-strain consolidation behavior. Microbially induced calcium carbonate 

precipitation (MICP) treatment has been previously demonstrated to effectively accelerate the 

dewatering process of the MFT; however, the change to the consolidation behavior of the MFT 

after MICP treatments has not been examined. In this paper, a large-strain consolidation test was 

constructed to evaluate the compressibility and permeability properties of MFT after MICP 

treatment. For comparison, treatment with the same chemical recipe without additional bacteria 

input (i.e., Chem) was used. During the testing period, the untreated MFT could not achieve the 

effective stress of 5 kPa, but the Chem and MICP treated specimens increased the effective stress 

from 0 kPa to 160 kPa. The MICP treatment method reduced the consolidation time by 17.7% 

compared to the Chem treatment. The compressibility of the Chem and MICP treated MFT 

behaved similarly. Through the observation of shear wave velocity, the development of the soil 

skeleton was estimated. The precipitation catalyzed by bacteria bonded the soil particles of the 

MICP treated MFT to form a soil skeleton for transferring the shear wave signals. Thus, the 

MICP treated MFT had an earlier transition from the setting stage to the consolidation stage. The 
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MICP treatment also reduced the maximum excess pore water pressure of each loading step, 

therefore, the soil skeleton of the MICP treated MFT specimens was improved to sustain the 

increased vertical stress. Considering the precipitation content and the slope of the 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
−

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎′ plot, the MICP cementation level of this study is considered “light” in comparison to other 

MICP-related studies. The presented test results indicate MICP can help accelerate the settlement 

of MFT by developing the soil skeleton with a minimal decrease in permeability.  

3.1 Introduction 

The Clark hot water extraction process (Clark and Pasternack 1932) has been used to 

extract bitumen from oil sands in Alberta, Canada for decades, but in return, this produces large 

quantities of tailings that consist of sands, fines, water, and residual bitumen. Generally, mature 

fine tailings (MFT), which are considered a stable suspension, are formed after two to five years 

of disposal of fluid fine tailings into tailings ponds (Farkish and Fall 2013). With the extensively 

dispersed clay, low permeability, and residual bitumen, studies have predicted that it will take 

decades or a hundred years for the MFT to reach an appropriate strength and solid content for 

terrestrial reclamation (Liang et al. 2015; Wong et al. 2008). The total area of the tailings ponds 

was approaching 300 km2 in 2014 and the Mildred lake setting basin became the largest tailings 

pond in the world (Abdulnabi et al. 2021). The Canadian government required that all tailings 

need to be reclaimed within 10 years when the project ended (Wilson et al. 2018). To accelerate 

the settlement of MFT and accomplish the requirement, treatments on MFT materials should be 

explored. 

Researchers have made significant efforts to speed up the settlement process of MFT. 

Several strategies have been advocated: freeze-thaw and dry cycling methods, composite tailings 

(MFT treated with gypsum), and mixing with flocculants such as polymers, etc. (Abdulnabi et al. 
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2021; Botha and Soares 2015; Farkish and Fall 2013; Proskin et al. 2010; Reis et al. 2016). 

Biological amendments have also been used to increase the solid contents and degrade organic 

matter in pore water (Siddique et al. 2014a; Yang et al. 2019; Yu et al. 2018a). Liang et al. 

(2015) found that microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) improved the shear 

strength of MFT from almost zero up to 789.9 Pa, which provides the tailings ponds reclamation 

with a new opportunity.  

MICP is a sustainable biological ground improvement technique that provides cohesive 

bonds between soil particles through microbial metabolism (DeJong et al. 2006). Among 

different bio-mediated soil improvement approaches, Sporosarcina pasteurii (S. pasteurii) is mostly 

selected for the ureolytic-driven MICP treatment on soils (Al Qabany and Soga 2013). The chemical 

reactions related to MICP are shown below (Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2) (Stocks-Fischer et al. 1999). 

Bacteria provide the urease as a catalyst to hydrolyze the urea. The products of urea hydrolysis 

are ammonium and carbonate. With the available calcium in the solution, the calcium carbonate 

can be precipitated under alkaline conditions.  

 

32 2 2 4NH - CO - NH +3H O 2NH +OH +HCO+ − −→
 Eq. (3.1) 

2+ - -

3 3(s) 2Ca +HCO OH CaCO +H O+ →
 Eq. (3.2) 

 

MFT undergoes large settlements and nonlinear compression behavior like other slurries. 

A self-weight large-scale consolidation test proved that in the slurry MFT particles are not 

touching each other and the effective stress of MFT is almost zero for more than 25 years 

(Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009b). Imai (1981), Sills (1998), and Hawlader et al. (2008) 

demonstrated the settlement behavior of slurries includes the setting stage and the consolidation 

stage. In the setting stage, smaller soil particles floc into larger particles and settle down due to 

gravity. In the consolidation stage, the larger particles contact each other forming a soil structure. 
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The external load transfers from water to soil structure along with the dissipation of excess pore 

pressure. The transition void ratio (es) connected the setting stage and the consolidation stage of 

the settlement of a slurry (Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009a). Terzaghi’s one-dimensional 

consolidation theory cannot be used to explain the behavior of the slurry materials as this theory 

assumed a constant hydraulic conductivity and compressibility behavior of soils. To study the 

compression property of MFT, the large-strain consolidation theory is needed. The commonly 

used large-strain consolidation theory was proposed by Gibson et al. (1967). To build the 

constitutive model for the study of large-strain consolidation of MFT, the hydraulic conductivity 

(k) -void ratio (e) and effective stress (σ’) - void ratio (e) relationships are required. As the 

permeability (i.e., the k-e relation) and the compressibility (i.e., the e-σ’ relation) are different for 

slurries (Hawlader et al. 2008), the large-strain consolidation test is needed. The e-σ’ and k-e 

relationships are expressed as Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 (Bartholomeeusen et al. 2002; Hawlader et al. 

2008), where A and B are constant compressibility parameters, and C and D are constant 

hydraulic conductivity parameters.  

 

'Be A=  Eq. (3.3) 
Dk Ce=  Eq. (3.4) 

 

To study the large-strain consolidation behavior of the MICP treated MFT, Liu and 

Montoya (2020) did a preliminary large-strain consolidation test. The MICP treatment 

accelerated the settlement process of MFT and maintained the hydraulic conductivity of MFT at 

a relatively high range. Liu and Montoya (2020) also proposed that the soil structure of the 

MICP treated MFT was built earlier than the untreated MFT. To further investigate the formation 

of soil structure of MICP treated MFT during consolidation, bender elements are installed in the 
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large-strain consolidation device for the study presented herein. A pair of bender elements are 

often used to transmit shear waves non-destructively via the soil matrix. As water cannot 

transmit shear wave signals (Montoya et al. 2012), a shear wave can only propagate via soil-to-

soil contacts. The increase of the shear wave velocity, Vs, reflects the increase of contact rigidity 

and interparticle forces (Fam and Santamarina 1997). Additionally, with the density ρ and 

measured Vs the small-strain modulus of the soil Gmax is evaluated as presented by Eq. 3.5. The 

slope n of Gmax – mean effective stress (p’) in a double logarithmic plot was used to show the 

cementation level of the MICP treated sands (Nafisi and Montoya 2018), as the cementation 

level depends on precipitation content and particles sizes. For sands, the lightly, moderately, and 

heavily MICP cemented sands samples have about 0.4, 0.3, and less than 0.1 n values, 

respectively (Nafisi and Montoya 2018). The n value of the MICP treated MFT is worthwhile to 

be estimated. For clay particles, the e and overconsolidation ratio (OCR) also affect the Gmax –p’ 

relationship as presented in Eq. 3.6, where C is a constant, f(e) is a function of void ratio, p’ is 

mean effective stress, Pa is the reference stress (i.e., atmospheric pressure), and OCR is the 

overconsolidation ratio (Clayton 2011; Fam and Santamarina 1997; Shibuya et al. 1997).  

 

2

max sG V=  Eq. (3.5) 
' (1 )

max ( ) n n k

aG Cf e p p OCR−=  Eq. (3.6) 

 

This study continues the work from Liu and Montoya (2020) to investigate the 

consolidation behavior of the MICP treated MFT. The chemically induced consolidation (Chem) 

that had the same chemical components of the MICP treatment, but no additional bacteria is also 

considered for comparison. Compressibility and permeability of the testing specimens were 

investigated. Bender elements were equipped into the large-strain consolidation setup on the top 
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and bottom caps to measure the shear wave velocity. As the large-strain consolidation process 

contains the setting stage and consolidation stage, the measurement of the shear wave also helps 

the assessment of the formation of soil skeleton during the consolidation. The cementation level 

of the MICP treated MFT was determined considering the precipitation content and the n value.  

3.2 Methods and Material 

3.2.1 Mature Fine Tailings 

MFT was obtained from Syncrude Canada Ltd in Alberta, Canada. To have a 

homogenous suspension, the tailings were stirred for 30 min before use. The natural water 

content of MFT is 180% (ASTM D2216) which is about 3 times higher than the liquid limit. The 

specific gravity of the MFT is 1.94 due to the high content of the residual bitumen. The mass of 

bitumen in MFT was calculated by the mass difference of dry MFT samples before and after the 

MFT was washed with toluene (Fisher) (Holowenko et al. 2000). The bitumen content was 

defined as the mass of bitumen divided by the mass of toluene washed dry MFT samples. 

Specific surface area (SSA) was tested using the methylene blue spot test of the dry soil samples 

(Yukselen et al. 2006). Tailings’ particle size distribution, Atterberg limits, specific gravity, and 

pH were tested using sieve analysis (ASTM D6913), the Casagrande cup and rolling method 

(ASTM D4318), water pycnometer (ASTM D854), and pH strips (Fisherbrand), respectively, 

and the obtained properties of the MFT are presented in Table 3.1.  

3.2.2 Bacteria and Growth Condition 

The method of cultivation of S. pasteurii (ATCC 11859) suspension and incubation of the 

growth media followed previous studies (e.g., Feng and Montoya 2016; Safavizadeh et al. 2019). 

The ammonium yeast extract medium (ATCC 1376) was used to culture the bacterial solution 

and the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of the bacterial solution was in the range of 1.0 – 1.2 
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(~ 1×107 cells/mL). The 50 mL centrifuge tubes were used to store 20 mL bacterial solution. The 

bacterial solution was centrifuged at 4000g for 15 min to refresh the growth medium. The 

refreshed and centrifuged bacteria were stored at 4 ℃ before use for less than two weeks. 

3.2.3 Testing Recipes and Samples Preparation 

To evaluate the differences in the consolidation behavior of MFT between treatments, 

three testing groups were designed. For the Baseline group, 300 mL MFT was mixed with 75 mL 

deionized (DI) water. For the Chem group, 0.25 M urea (Fisher) and 0.075 M calcium chloride 

(Fisher) were mixed with 300 mL MFT and 75 mL DI water. For the MICP group, 0.25 M urea, 

0.075 M calcium chloride, and 25mL bacterial solution were mixed with 300 mL MFT and 50 

mL DI water. Each testing group has duplicate specimens. The name of each specimen is due to 

the treatment and its testing sequence number. For example, “MICP 2” is the second specimen 

treated by MICP. The residual bitumen in MFT can adhere to the PTFE stirring bar, so to 

decrease the loss the glass stirring bars (Pyrex) were used. Each specimen was mixed in a beaker 

for 5 min and transferred into the acrylic consolidometer cylinder. The height of each specimen 

was controled at about 10 cm measured by an adhesive rule tape. The residual specimen in the 

beaker was used to measure the initial water content. The detailed initial properties of the testing 

groups were presented in Table 3.2. The error in the parentheses is the standard error of the 

mean.  

3.2.4 Large-strain Consolidation Protocol 

Large-strain consolidation device (Fig. 3.1) was constructed following He et al. (2017). 

Three pore water pressure transducers (GeoTac-Trautwein) were installed at 0 cm (P1), 3 cm 

(P2), and 6 cm (P3) to measure the excess pore water pressure during the consolidation process. 

The consolidation displacement was tracked by a LVDT position transducer (GeoTac-Trautwein) 
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and the constant load was applied via a 227 kg (500 lb) load cell (GeoTac-Trautwein). Because 

of the installation of the bender elements (discussed later), the filtering system used in Liu and 

Montoya (2020) experienced leaking. The filters were re-designed as a combination of Ottawa 

20-30, high-density polyethylene filters (Porex, Montoya et al. 2019), and 0.2 µm glass 

microfiber filters (Whatman) to prevent the leakage and clogging issues during the consolidation. 

The friction between the O-Ring and acrylic wall was tested and recorded before the 

consolidation. Total stresses of 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 kPa were applied to the samples with 

the allowance of double drainage. When the displacement of the tested specimen was equal or 

less to 0.1 mm and the pore water pressure transducers remained at a constant value in 24 hours, 

the stress was manually increased to the next stress increment.  P3 was no longer applicable 

when the sample height was lower than 6 cm. Therefore, the parameters such as effective stress 

and hydraulic conductivity were calculated based on the values from P2 and P1. The 

permeability of the samples is estimated by Eq 3.7 from the experimental results (Been and Sills 

1981), where vss is the average solids velocity which was calculated by the rate of change in 

height of soils. And i is average hydraulic gradient which was determined from pore water 

pressure transducers P1 and P2. The values e, σ’, and k were reported corresponding to the status 

of the specimen when the shear wave velocity was measured. After consolidation, the 

precipitation content (PC) of the specimens was measured using a gasometric acid wash method 

designed based on ASTM D4373 and Choi et al. (2017). The precipitation content of the 

specimens is defined following Eq. 3.8, where 𝑚𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3
 is the mass of the calcium carbonate 

obtained by measuring the volume of the gas, and 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑑  is the weighted mass of specimens 

before taking the gasometric acid wash method.   
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/ssk v i= −  Eq. (3.7) 

3
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−
 Eq. (3.8) 

 

3.2.5 Shear Wave Velocity Measurement 

Bender elements’ (Piezo Systems, Inc.) fabrication and mounting methods followed 

Montoya et al. (2012). The PVC regular cement (Oatey) and purple primer (Oatey) were used to 

serve as the waterproofing coating layers for the bender elements. A grounded drain wire was 

installed near the bottom bender element that was served as the transmitting bender element to 

reduce the signal crosstalk. Longer cantilever lengths (i.e., 8 mm) of the bender elements have a 

relatively constant resonant frequency (Lee and Santamarina 2005). The cantilever length of the 

bender elements at the bottom (lb) and top (lt) caps were about 8.9 mm and 6.7 mm, respectively. 

Sine signals of frequencies at 5 kHz, 7kHz, 10 kHz, and 12 kHz without and with signal filtering 

(Krohn-Hite, model 3364) were used to measure the shear wave velocity. The first arrival peak-

to-peak measurement was used to determine the travel time (ts) between the transmitting and 

receiving signals of the waves (Lee and Santamarina 2005). Origin 2020b was used to determine 

the signal peaks. The shear wave velocity is calculated based on Eq. 3.9, 

0

i b t
s

s

H l l
V

t t

− −
=

−
 Eq. (3.9) 

Where, Vs is shear wave velocity, Hi is the real-time specimen height, lb and lt are the cantilever 

length of the bottom and top bender elements, ts is the signal total travel time, and t0 is the system 

lag time (Montoya et al. 2012).  
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Volume Change Behavior 

The volume change behavior of all the specimens of the large-stain consolidation tests is 

presented in Figure 3.2. Baselines 1 and 2 were run for 55 days, however, the total stress for the 

two controls remained at 5 kPa and the effective stress for the two controls was still zero. The 

two treated groups, Chem and MICP, finished all the scheduled loads. For Chem and MICP, the 

majority of the strain experienced by the specimens happened before effective stress of 5 kPa. 

After 5 kPa, the vertical strain experienced by the two groups increased an additional 10% or 

less. The Chem treated MFT specimens needed about 20.91 days and 57.4% vertical strain to 

reach 5 kPa effective stress (presented in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b). To reach effective stress of 160 

kPa, the Chem treated specimens were consolidated for 45 days. The final e of the Chem treated 

specimens reached 0.9 (shown in Figure 3.2c). However, the MICP treatment reduced the time 

for MFT to consolidate by 17.7%, comparing to Chem (in Figures 3.2a and 3.2c). The MICP 

specimens took 17 and 37 days to be consolidated to 5 kPa and 160 kPa, respectively. The final e 

of the MICP treated specimens was 0.6. Because during the operation period the effective stress 

of the Baseline specimens did not even reach effective stress of 5 kPa, MICP can accelerate the 

consolidation of MFT at least 3 times. As the consolidation process of MFT took decades and 

even a hundred years (Eckert et al. 1996), the shortened consolidation behavior of the MICP 

treated MFT will help reclaim the tailings ponds earlier than the untreated MFT. Figure 3.2d 

presents the compressibility of the Chem and MICP treated MFT via the e-logσ’ relationship. Eq. 

3.3 is used to simulate the compressibility of the specimens. The average A values of the Chem 

and MICP treated MFT specimens are 1.52 and 1.55, respectively. And the average B values of 

the Chem and MICP treated MFT specimens are -0.09 and -0.15. The average A and B values of 
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the two treated specimens did not show statistical significant differences (P-value > 0.05). The 

Chem and MICP treated MFT specimens presented similar compressibility. As the estimation 

corresponding to the evaluation of the shear wave signal, the first and highest e values of each 

specimen demonstrates the es which links the setting stage and the consolidation stage of a 

slurry. The es values of the Chem and MICP treated MFT specimens are 1.29 and 1.47, 

respectively (in Figure 3.2d). And the MICP treated MFT specimens had a lower effective stress 

when the es was determined indicating an earlier formation of the soil skeleton.   

3.3.2 Hydraulic Conductivity 

Besides the compressibility, the permeability also affects the consolidation behavior. The 

Chem treated MFT specimens obtained a range of 10-8 – 10-10 m/s hydraulic conductivity, while 

the MICP treated MFT specimens had one to three magnitudes higher hydraulic conductivity as 

presented in Figure 3.3a. The k values of the Chem treated specimens decreased as the e reduced. 

However, the k values of the MICP treated specimens remained at a relatively constant range 

even with the decrease of the e values. Previous testing results also demonstrated the same 

permeability behavior of the MICP treated MFT (Liu and Montoya 2020). Other studies 

measured the hydraulic conductivity at the end of the primary consolidation of each loading step 

(Suthaker and Scott 1996). The log k-e relations of the Chem and MICP treated MFT at the end 

of each load step were plotted (in Figure 3.3b) with the untreated MFT and the MFT treated by 

different treatment methods from previous studies (Abdulnabi et al. 2021; Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 

2009b; Suthaker and Scott 1996). Based on the trends of all data and Eq. 3.4, two fitting lines 

were used to determine the hydraulic conductivity parameters. The two untreated MFT 

specimens (Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009b; Suthaker and Scott 1996) and the Polymer Treated 1 

specimen (Abdulnabi et al. 2021) present a similar trend, so these three sets of data were fitted 
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by Fitting line 1. These three data presented the lowest hydraulic conductivity values among the 

others. Sands served as a filtration when they were mixed with the MFT, so the Sands Treated 1 

specimen (Suthaker and Scott 1996) and Sands Treated 2 specimen (Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 

2009b) had improved hydraulic conductivity compared to the untreated MFT. The hydraulic 

conductivity trends of the Chem 1, Chem 2, and Polymer Treated 2 specimens (Abdulnabi et al. 

2021) were similar to the sands treated specimens, so all of these treated specimens were 

classified by Fitting line 2. As presented in Figure 3.3b, the hydraulic conductivity behavior of 

the Chem treated MFT matched the other treatment methods. However, the hydraulic 

conductivity values of the MICP treated MFT specimens behaved uniquely. The MICP treatment 

maintained the permeability of MFT at about 10-8 m/s regardless of the void ratio. The hydraulic 

conductivity parameter D (Eq. 3.4) of Fitting line 3 is one magnitude lower than lines 1 and 2. 

The R2 of Fitting line 3 is about 0. So instead of using Eq. 3.4 to represent the hydralic 

conductivity behavior of the MICP treated MFT specimens, a constant value may be more 

appropriate. Because of the high permeability, the settlement process of the MICP treated 

specimens was shorter as shown in Figures 3.2a and 3.2c.  

3.3.3 Shear Wave Velocity and Cementation Level 

The change of shear wave velocity during the consolidation time is presented in Figure 

3.4a. For the MICP treated MFT specimens, the Vs values were first determined at 11 days of 

treatment with a value of 45.2 m/s; while for the Chem treated MFT specimens, the Vs values 

were determined at 18 days of treatment with a value of 80.64 m/s. For the Baseline specimens, 

no shear wave signals were able to be read. Water has no ability for shearing. The shear wave 

signals cannot be transmitted via unconnected soil particles. Before the formation of the soil 

skeleton, the shear wave velocity of the specimens cannot be determined. When the soil particles 
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contact each other, the shear wave signals are able to be transmitted via the soil skeleton. The 

estimated shear wave signals in the MFT specimens provide insight into the behavior of the soil 

skeleton. Considering Figures 3.2d and 3.4a, the first determined shear wave velocity, void ratio, 

and effective stress of each specimen correspond to the formation of soil skeleton and the end of 

the setting stage to the consolidation stage. The Chem treatment has the same chemical 

components as the MICP treatment, but the MICP treatment included S. pasteurii as an 

additional input. Stimulation of the indigenous ureolytic bacteria in the MFT could affect the 

behavior of Chem. According to the stimulation test results (in Chapter 4), the air is essential for 

the growth of the in-situ ureolytic microorganisms. During the large-strain consolidation test, 

pore water and dissolved air were expelled out of the cylinder. Also, acid wash results indicated 

that the Chem treated MFT specimens did not exhibit additional precipitation, while the MICP 

treated MFT specimens had about 3% more precipitation compared to Baseline (Table 3.2). 

Therefore, the stimulation of the indigenous ureolytic bacteria in the MFT appears to be minimal. 

The MICP treated specimens established a connected soil skeleton at a higher void ratio and 

lower effective stress due to the effects of the urea hydrolysis catalyzed by S. pasteurii 

As the measured Vs values of each specimen had different starting statuses, the increase 

in Vs was normalized by the Vs at effective stress at 5 kPa (illustrated in Figure 3.4b). From 5 

kPa to 20 kPa, the Vs values of the Chem treated and MICP treated MFT are in the same growth 

trend. When the σ’ of the specimens became higher than 20 kPa, the increase in Vs values of the 

Chem treated and MICP treated MFT behaved differently. The Chem treated MFT specimens 

increased the σ’ and Vs values gradually when the scheduled load increased from one stage to the 

next stage. But the σ’ and Vs values of the MICP treated MFT specimens were observed with 

“jumps”. The σ’ (presented in Figure 3.4b) and Vs (presented in Figure 3.4a) increased sharply 
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and quickly. As MICP maintained the k values of the treated specimens during the consolidation 

(in Figure 3.3), the excess pore water pressure of the MICP treated specimens dissipated quickly. 

Also, the highest excess pore water pressure of the MICP treated specimens was lower than it of 

the Chem treated MFT specimens. For example, as presented in Figure 3.4c, during the last 

loading step (i.e., 80 kPa – 160kPa), the highest excess pore water pressure of the MICP treated 

specimens was around 20 kPa, but it was about 55 kPa for the Chem treated MFT specimens. 

Precipitation catalyzed by S. pasteurii formed on the surface of particles and bonded the particles 

together as the bonds were observed in previous MICP studies (DeJong et al. 2006; Nafisi et al. 

2020). The precipitated bonds strengthen the soil skeleton of MFT to respond to the external load 

from one stage to the next stage sooner.  

The MICP cementation level is determined via the 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎′ and PC. The Gmax 

and p’ relation of MFT was estimated via Eq. 3.6 where mean effective stress, OCR, and the 

change of e values needed to be considered. The ratio of horizontal to vertical effective stress, 

K0, was assumed to be a constant value here, so the Eq. 3.6 can be expressed by the vertical 

effective stress and K0. In the double logarithmic plot, the influence of the K0 is reflected by the 

intercept and the slope is still n. Hence, the 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎′  slope is used in this study. The 

OCR of MFT is considered to be one because regardless of the value of the initial void ratio the 

large-strain consolidation behavior stayed along the virgin compression line (Suthaker 1995). 

The void ratio function f(e) needs to be dealt with as the void ratio changes in a large range of 

the testing specimens. Many previous studies proposed different f(e) functions and those 

functions were used to determine the slope n of the 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎′. The results are present in 

tabular form in Table 3.3 and 
2.4( ) (1 )f e e −= +  (Shibuya et al. 1997) was used in Figure 3.4d as 
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an example. As presented in Table 3.3, n was in a range of 0.46 – 0.50 based on different void 

ratio functions, while the R2 values of these fittings were 0.76 – 0.80. The MICP treated MFT 

specimens had additional 3% precipitation compared to the Chem treated and Baseline 

specimens (Table 3.2). Compared to the MICP treated sands specimens, having about 3% PC 

corresponds to moderate to heavy cementation levels (Nafisi et al. 2020). However, PC cannot 

directly be used to classify the cementation level of the MICP treated materials, because the 

cementation level of the MICP treated materials is also influenced by particle sizes. Finer 

particles need a higher PC value to get a higher cementation level (Nafisi and Montoya 2018). 

Natural clays and sands have the n range from 0.4 to 0.6 (Mitchell and Soga. 2005). And for 

lightly MICP treated sands n value is about 0.4 (Nafisi and Montoya 2018). Considering the 

precipitation content and the n value, the MICP treatment in this paper is classified as light.  

3.4 Summary and Conclusions 

The consolidation behavior of the MFT treated by the Chem and MICP methods has been 

studied by the large-strain consolidation test. The Baseline results present the large-strain and 

long-term consolidation behavior. After more than 50 days of operation, the Baseline specimens 

were still under the first load step (i.e., 0-5 kPa) and the effective stress remained zero. While the 

Chem and MICP treated specimens took 45 days and 37 days, respectively, to reach effective 

stress of 160 kPa. The e-log σ’ relationship indicated that the compressibility of the Chem and 

MICP treated specimens is similar. The shear wave velocity of each specimen is determined 

every day during the consolidation test. As water cannot transfer shear wave signals, the 

identification of the shear wave velocity of the specimens demonstrates the formation of the soil 

skeleton. The first identified shear wave signal of the MICP treated MFT specimens was 

evaluated at a higher void ratio and lower effective stress compared to the Chem treated MFT 
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specimens. The precipitation produced by S. pasteurii helps bond the soil particles for load 

transformation. The effective stress of the Chem treated MFT specimens gradually increased. 

The effective stress increases sharply and quickly for the MICP treated MFT specimens when the 

incremental external load was applied. Because of the precipitation bonds, the soil skeleton of 

the MICP treated MFT was strengthened. The maximum excess pore water pressure of the MICP 

treated MFT specimens also reduced, compared to the Chem specimens, another indication of an 

improvement to the soil skeleton. The hydraulic conductivity of the Chem treated and MICP 

treated specimens was evaluated via the estimation of the displacement rate and excess pore 

water pressure. The permeability behavior of the Chem and MICP treated MFT specimens in this 

study along with the untreated, sands treated, and polymer treated MFT specimens from the 

literature were compared in the log k-e plot. The Chem treated specimens and the data from 

literature presented a similar trend that the hydraulic conductivity values declined with the 

decrease of the void ratio. For the untreated specimens, the hydraulic conductivity of the MFT 

was lowest and in the range of 10-9 – 10-11 m/s. For most treatment methods, including Chem, the 

hydraulic conductivity was one magnitude higher than the untreated specimens. However, the 

MICP-treated specimens maintained a higher permeability. During the consolidation process, the 

hydraulic conductivity of the MICP-treated MFT specimens was the highest and remained at 

about 10-8 m/s. Because of the relatively high permeability, the excess pore water pressure of the 

MICP treated MFT specimens dissipated quicker and the MICP treated MFT specimens needed 

less time to reach effective stress of 160 kPa. The MICP treatment cementation level of this 

study is also investigated. The MICP treated MFT specimens had 3% additional precipitation 

content compared to the Baseline and Chem treated MFT. The slope of the 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎′ plot 

was determined with different selections of void ratio functions. The Chem and MICP treated 
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MFT specimens behaved similarly in the 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓(𝑒)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎′ plot with a slope of about 0.5. 

Considering the additional precipitation content and the slope value, the cementation level of 

MICP treated MFT specimens in this study is considered light.  
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Tables 

Table 3.1. Physical properties of MFT. 

Property Test results 

Water content (%) 180 

Bitumen content (%) 13 

Sand content (%) 10.7 

Fines content (%) 76.3 

Specific surface area (m2/g) 122 

Liquid limit 57 

Plasticity index 23 

Specific gravity 1.98 

pH 8.0 
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Table 3.2. Testing groups and properties of specimens. 

Name 
MFT Urea CaCl2 

S. 

Pasteurii 

DI 

water 

Initial Water 

content 
Initial Height Initial e 

Initial total 

weight 

Final 

Precipitation 

content 

mL M M mL mL % cm  g % 

Baseline 300    75 245 (± 3.44) 10.4 (± 0.1) 4.7 (± 0.15) 243 (± 1.42) 3 (0.39) 

Chem 300 0.25 0.075  75 218 (± 1.02) 10.5 (± 0) 4.33 (± 0.04) 250 (± 2.41) 3.88 (0.19) 

MICP 300 0.25 0.075 25 50 232 (± 1.83) 10.4 (± 0) 4.59 (± 0.08) 239 (± 6.57) 6.27 (0.13) 
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Table 3.3. n values using different f(e) functions. 

f(e) n R2 References 
2(2.973 )

1

e

e

−

+
  0.46 

0.78 Hardin and Black (1968), 

Yimsiri and Soga (2000) 

2/3

3(13.28 8 )

(1 )

e

e

 −
 

+ 
 0.46 

0.76 Yimsiri and Soga (2000) 

2.4(1 )e −+  0.50 0.79 Shibuya et al. (1997) 

e-1.3 0.49 
0.80 Jamiolkowski et al. (1991), 

Brosse et al. (2017) 
3(1 )e −+  0.47 0.79 Clayton (2011) 

Note: R2 is the coefficient of determination of each fitting.  
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Figures 

 
(a)Schematic (b) Photo 

Figure 3.1. Large strain consolidometer setup with built-in bender elements. 
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Figure 3.2. Volume change behavior of the testing specimens. Note that Baseline 1 and Baseline 

2 were consolidated under 5 kPa during the observation period and the effective stress for these 

two specimens was still 0. And the other specimens finished all scheduled loads. 
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Figure 3.3 Hydraulic conductivity – void ratio of the testing specimens and comparison with 

literature. Untreated 1 Suthaker and Scott (1996), Untreated 2 Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009), 

Sands treated 1 Suthaker and Scott (1996), Sands treated 2 Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009), 

Polymer treated 1 and 2 Abdulnabi et al. (2021) 
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Figure 3.4. Shear wave velocity and small-strain modulus relations of the testing specimens. In 

Figure 3.4b, the shear wave velocity at effective stress 5 kPa was used for normalization. In 

Figure 3.4d, the 
2.4( ) (1 )f e e −= +  proposed by Shibuya et al. (1997) was used 
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CHAPTER 4. STIMULATION OF INDIGENOUS MICROBES IN MATURE FINE 

TAILINGS FOR CARBONATE PRECIPITATION 

Abstract 

Fluid fine tailings (FFT) are by-products of bitumen extraction from oil sands. After a 

few years of storage in tailings ponds, the coarse particles within FFT settle, and the fine 

particles remain suspended in the slurry for decades forming mature fine tailings (MFT). 

Complex microorganisms live in MFT and some of them can accelerate the MFT’s reclamation 

process. A sustainable bio-mediated ground improvement method, microbially induced 

carbonate precipitation (MICP), has been used to accelerate the dewatering and settlement 

process of fine tailings in previous studies. In this paper, the indigenous microbes in MFT were 

stimulated to improve the properties of MFT via ureolysis driven or sulfate-reduction driven 

MICP approaches. Physicochemical characteristics estimation, mineral identification, macro and 

fabric observation, and microbiome analysis were used to evaluate the behavior of untreated and 

treated MFT. In addition to the selection of urea-based or sulfate-based media, culturing factors 

such as air availability, initial solution pH, and methanogens inhibition were considered. For the 

ureolysis driven groups, the MICP-treated MFT showed evidence of increased bearing support. 

Gains in precipitation content, ammonium concentration, and pH in the treated groups 

demonstrated the stimulation of ureolysis reaction in MFT. X-ray diffraction results identified 

the urea degradation and calcite formation during the incubation. And the cryo-scanning electron 

microscopy images revealed that the treated MFT particles were bonds by precipitation forming 

a denser fabric structure. By analysis of the microbiome of the MICP-treated MFT, the ureolysis 

process was promoted by Bacillus jeotgali that was reported living in MFT for the first time. To 

accomplish the ureolysis driven stimulated-MICP, air and neutral initial pH were needed. For the 
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sulfate reduction driven MICP, an increase of precipitation and decrease of sulfate and lactate 

were observed at the end of incubation showing the stimulation of sulfate-reducing bacteria 

(SRB) in MFT. The stimulation of SRB was inhibited by the high initial pH of the sulfate-based 

medium. This paper demonstrated that with an appropriate medium and culturing environment 

the indigenous microorganisms can strengthen and densify MFT via the MICP treatment.  

4.1 Introduction 

Petroleum is one of the most valuable natural resources. Alberta Canada contains the 

world’s third largest oil sand deposits in which petroleum bitumen resides (Yu et al. 2018a). A 

water-based extraction process, using hot water, steam, and caustic chemicals, separates bitumen 

from the shallow deposits (≤ 50-75 m below the surface) and in return produces fluid fine 

tailings (FFT) as a by-product (Foght et al. 2017; Masliyah et al. 2004). The FFT has less than 

8% (by total wt%) solids content and is stored in tailings ponds for settlement. After 3-5 years, 

the coarser solids settle by gravity to form a stable suspension, mature fine tailings (MFT), with 

more than 30% (wt%) solids content (Azam and Scott 2005). MFTs contain water, solvent, 

sands, fines, and residual bitumen. A 25-year monitoring experiment showed that the effective 

stress of MFT in a 10 m standpipe was less than 5 kPa (Jeeravipoolvarn et al. 2009b). Decades 

are needed to reclaim the tailings ponds. The oil sands process-affected water (OSPW) may have 

2 to 10 m depth and the tailings depth below the OSPW may reach more than 40 m due to the 

operation management and geology of the ponds (Foght et al. 2017).  

MFTs harbor complex and heterogeneous microbial communities. The formation of the 

oil sands ores, mining process, sources of hot water, and extraction solvents affect the microbial 

community composition (Wilson et al. 2016). Penner and Foght (2010) demonstrated that in the 

assessed MFT 87% archaea were Methanosaeta and 55% bacteria were Proteobacteria including 
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roles in nitrate-reducing, iron-reducing, sulfate-reducing, and hydrocarbon-degrading. Wilson et 

al. (2016) investigated the core microbiome of 95 MFT samples; their results manifested that at 

the family level Methanosaetaceae was the most abundant archaea in many samples, and 

Comamonadaceae, Anaerolineaceae, Rhodocyclaceae, and Hydrogenophilaceae are common 

bacteria in all samples. Methanogenesis dominated in many tailings ponds (An et al. 2013; Foght 

et al. 2017), while the sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) were present in the tailings pre-treated 

with gypsum (Ramos-Padrón et al. 2011). Researchers found that the indigenous microbes in the 

tailings ponds degraded the hydrocarbons and in return accelerated the dewatering and 

consolidation process of the MFT. The methanogenesis produced methane and carbon dioxide 

that created short-term porewater releasing channels to promote settlement (Siddique et al. 

2014a). The active methanogenesis in MFT degraded the longer- and short- n Alkanes under 

anaerobic condition (Siddique et al. 2006, 2011). The native microorganisms in the MFT may be 

used to shorten the reclamation process of the MFT with more innovative techniques.  

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a sustainable bio-mediated ground 

improvement technique that improves the engineering properties of soils via calcium carbonate 

cementation. Various MICP applications have demonstrated the advantages of MICP including: 

(1) improving shear strength and stiffness (DeJong et al. 2006; Montoya and DeJong 2015), (2) 

enhancing resistance to erosion and liquefaction (Do et al. 2020; Xiao et al. 2018), (3) decreasing 

compressibility and restraining particle breakage (Xiao et al. 2020c; a), etc. Two general 

approaches are used for MICP: augmented-MICP (bio-augmentation) and stimulated-MICP (bio-

stimulation). Augmented-MICP employs exogenous microorganisms such as pure cultures of 

Sporosarcina pasteurii to promote the urea hydrolysis process and induce calcite precipitation 

(Nafisi et al. 2020; Al Qabany and Soga 2013). The stimulated-MICP approach enriches the 
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indigenous microorganisms by additional specific nutrients for the MICP purpose (Gat et al. 

2016; Gomez et al. 2018). Both approaches have their advantages and challenges. The protocols 

from culturing bacteria to apply treatments for various projects using augmented-MICP are 

relatively clear due to numerous experimental studies (Lin et al. 2016a; Martinez et al. 2013; 

Montoya et al. 2019). Numerical analyses of augmented-MICP are also used to simulate and 

predict the behavior of the augmented-MICP treated soils (Nassar et al. 2018; van Wijngaarden 

et al. 2011). Stimulated-MICP saves the cost from bacterial inoculation and transportation but 

relies on the appropriate enrichment paths desired for the indigenous bacteria (Dhami et al. 2017; 

Gomez et al. 2018). Augmented-MICP has been used to increase the shear strength and 

accelerate the consolidation process of oil sands tailings (Liang et al. 2015; Liu and Montoya 

2020). Although it is applicable, treating MFT via augmented-MICP in the field will require 

countless bacteria (e.g., Sporosarcina pasteurii) that is not cost-effective. Meanwhile, as MFTs 

harbor complex microbial communities, some of them may be useful for stimulated-MICP.  

In addition to ureolysis, sulfate reduction may be favorable for MICP treatment (DeJong 

et al. 2010). It is worthwhile to evaluate either ureolysis or sulfate reduction metabolism for 

stimulated-MICP treated MFT. As previously mentioned, SRB were enriched in MFT with the 

addition of gypsum. Meanwhile, the existence of ureolytic bacteria (UB) in MFT is unknown, 

although the ureolysis metabolism was widely found in soils (Burbank et al. 2012; Gat et al. 

2016; Mobley and Hausinger 1989). The involved pathways for both ureolysis and sulfate 

reduction are presented in Figure 4.1.  

In this study, to stimulate UB or SRB specific nutrition and carbonate sources were 

mixed with MFT, respectively. Methanogens and SRB are anaerobic microorganisms, while the 

importance of air to UB in MFT is still unknown. Gomez et al. (2018) tried initial solution pH 
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values from 7 to 9 on a site in California, USA, and mentioned the optimal pH for the site was 

9.0. As the formation and environmental conditions of MFT are different, evaluation of the 

effects of pH on stimulated-MICP treated MFT is necessary. Methanogenesis was inhibited by 

additional sulfate supply in MFT (Ramos-Padrón et al. 2011), while the relationship of 

methanogens to UB in MFT needs to be evaluated. Thus, culturing factors including air 

availability, initial solution pH, and methanogens inhibitor were considered. The microbiome of 

the stimulated-MICP treated MFT initial and end stages were also examined to discover the 

changes of the microbial community due to stimulated-MICP.  

4.2 Methods and Material 

4.2.1 Mature Fine Tailings 

The MFT specimens were collected by Syncrude Canada Ltd. in Alberta, Canada, and 

were stored at 4℃ until used. To get a homogenous suspension for the following tests, the MFT 

was mixed for 30 mins at room temperature before each preparation process. The specimens 

were oven-dried to obtain the water content (ATSM 4959) and the oven-dried specimens were 

ground by mortar and pestle into powders. The powder MFT was washed through the #200 sieve 

(75 µm) by tap water to obtain the sand fines ratio (SFR). The specific gravity (Gs) test followed 

the ASTM D 854 with vacuum and shaking for 24 hours. A pH probe (Thermo Fisher Orion 3-

Star) was used to obtain the pH value of the MFT. The physical and chemical properties of the 

MFT are presented in the results section. The SFR for the tested MFT was 0.14.   

4.2.2 Autoclave, Stimulation Recipes, and Incubation Condition 

To sterilize the MFT, the specimens were autoclaved at 121 ℃ for 60 min for three 

consecutive days (Foght et al. 2014). After the autoclave process, the autoclaved MFT (ACM) 

were stored at 4 ℃ with sealed lids before use. The stimulation media were prepared at room 
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temperature. All stimulation media and deionized (DI) water were sterilized by 0.2 µm bottle-top 

vacuum filters (Nalgene, Thermo Fisher) and stored at 4 ℃ in autoclaved media bottles before 

use. Each specimen contained 40 mL MFT (or ACM) and 40 mL desired solution (i.e., the 

stimulation media or DI water) mixed in a 125 mL serum bottle.  

Four urea-based stimulation media and two sulfate-based stimulation media were studied. 

The ureolytic (U) media contained 350 mM urea, 250 mM calcium chloride, 100 mM 

ammonium chloride, 42.5 mM sodium acetate, and 0.2 g/L yeast extract, all formulated 

according to Gomez et al.(2018). The methanogens may compete with the ureolytic 

microorganisms for acetate, thus, 2- bromoethanesulfonate (BES) as a methanogens inhibitor 

was used in this study. The ureolytic BES (UB) media consisted of U media and 0.94 g/L BES. 

The pH adjusted ureolytic (UPH) media included the ingredients of U and its pH was adjusted to 

8.5 by 11.34 g Tris base and 1.01 g Tris HCl. Ureolytic media containing BES and pH adjusted 

to 8.5 (UBPH) media had the components of U medium with 0.94 g/L BES, 11.34 g Tris base, 

and 1.01 g Tris HCl. The sulfate-based (S) simulation media followed Holowenko et al. (2000), 

consisting of 2 g/L sodium hydroxide, 7.39 g/L sodium sulfate, 1 g/L yeast, 14.7 g/L calcium 

chloride, 1 g/L trypticase peptones, 3.92 g/L sodium lactate, and other trace minerals (Appendix 

A1). The sulfate-based media with BES (SB) had the components from the S media and 0.94 g/L 

BES.  

Anaerobic and aerobic incubation conditions were considered in this paper. As oxygen is 

a toxic agent to methanogens, the UB and UBPH media were only tested under the anaerobic 

condition, and U and UPH media were tested both under anaerobic and aerobic conditions. S and 

SB media were tested under the anaerobic condition as the preference of SRB. Under the 

anaerobic condition, each specimen was mixed by a glass stir bar for 5 min under the flow of 
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sterile nitrogen gas. After mixing, the test bottles were capped with butyl rubber and an 

aluminum ring, and the headspace was flushed with sterile nitrogen gas at atmospheric pressure 

for another 5 min. Under the aerobic condition, each specimen was labeled with OX and mixed 

in the open air for 5 min. After mixing, the mouth of the serum bottle was covered by a layer of 

0.2 µm glass fiber filter with an aluminum ring to prevent microbial contamination from the air 

into the serum bottle during the incubation period. All specimens were incubated stationary, in 

the dark, and at 30℃ (±1 ℃) for desired time. The specimens were incubated for 0, 4, 8, 15, and 

30 days, respectively. For sulfate reduction groups, the incubation time was extended to 60 days. 

Duplicate specimens were prepared for each medium and incubation time. All samples were 

named based on their media types, air availability, incubation time, and their orders. For 

example, MU-15d-1 is the first specimen that was incubated for 15 days with U media. And 

MUPHOX describes the average properties of the specimen that was incubated for 8 days under 

the aerobic condition with UPH medium. Table 4.1 summarizes the metadata of all testing 

groups.  

4.2.3 Physical and Chemical Analyses 

Tailings and their dewatered liquid were collected into different centrifuge tubes at the 

desired incubation time for further investigation. For tailings, water content and specific gravity 

were tested. The void ratio e of each specimen was calculated by eit = (Gs)it×wit/S, where eit is the 

void ratio e of specimen i at time t; Gsit is the specific gravity Gs of specimen i at time t; wit is the 

water content w of specimen i at time t; and all specimens’ saturation (S) is assumed to be 100%.  

The dewatered liquid of each specimen was collected and centrifuged at 4000 g for 15 

min. On day 0 and day 4, some specimens did not decant too much. The supernatant of those 

specimens was extracted from 10 mL tailings after centrifuge. All supernatant was filtered by 0.2 
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µm syringe filters (VWR) to remove the residual particles and microorganisms. After filtering, 

pH value (Thermo fisher Orion 3-Star), dissolved organic matter using ultraviolet absorbance at 

a wavelength of 254 nm (UV254) (Hach DR5000), and ions’ concentrations of each specimen 

were measured. The cations (i.e., ammonium and calcium) and anions (i.e., lactate and sulfate) 

were evaluated using a Dionex ICS-5000+Ion Chromatography system (Thermo Scientific) and 

Dionex ICS-2000+Dionex AS-DV system (Thermo Scientific). Dionex Guardcap HRP vial caps 

were used to remove the hydrophobic organic substances from the supernatant. To protect the 

anion column from the trace minerals (Appendix A1), Dionex OnGuard II Na Cartridges were 

used. Data were presented by the average values with the corresponding standard error of the 

mean. Origin (2020b) was used to plot the data and performed the analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) statistical analysis using Tukey’s test. P-value ≤ 0.05 is statistically significant.  

The dissolved calcium concentration was used to calculate the calcium precipitation 

content, as presented by eq. 4.1.  

 

( )2+ 2+tot

in t

s

mass of precipitation
precipitation %=

mass of initial solids 

V
× Ca - Ca

%Ca                       =
m

      
 Eq. (4.1) 

 

where, Vtot is the total volume, L; %Ca is the mass percent of the calcium in calcium 

carbonate; [Ca2+]in is the initial dissolved calcium concentration, g/L; [Ca2+]t is the dissolved 

calcium concentration at incubation time t, g/L; and ms is the initial solids mass, g. The total 

volume was 0.08 L for all specimens. The %Ca is 40.1%. The initial solids mass was calculated 

based on the initial water content and initial specific gravity. The average initial solids mass of 

all groups is 22.00 g with a standard error of mean 0.148.  
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4.2.4 Mineral Phase Identification and Fabric Determination 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) method (Rigaku SmartLab) was used to identify the mineral 

phase of untreated and treated specimens. Tailings specimens were oven-dried (110 ℃, 24 

hours) and then ground by mortar and pestle into powders for identification XRD. The generator 

was operating at 45 kV and 40 mA. The data were collected in a range of 2θ from 10° to 80° 

with a step size of 0.02°. The 2θ plots were analyzed by HighSorce Plus software by comparing 

with the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) database. Origin (2020b) was used to 

plot and annotate the data.  

To evaluate the fabric of the tailings, cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) was 

used. Cryo-SEM experiments were conducted using a JEOL JSM-7600 FE SEM outfitted with 

Alto-2500. Tailings specimens stored in the centrifuge tubes were directly used for cryo-SEM 

determination so that the card-house structure of the MFT can be captured (Siddique et al. 

2014b). Tailings were plunged frozen in liquid nitrogen slush, and transferred under vacuum to 

the Alto-2500 preparation chamber and cryo-fractured. The fractured specimens were etched at -

90°C under 4 × 10-7 kPa vacuum for 10 min to reveal the microstructure. After etching, the 

specimens were cooled down to -120°C and coated with 5 nm thickness Au/Pd. The fabric of the 

specimens was obtained under cryo-temperature at an 8 mm working distance. Superpixels 

function of MATLAB (R2019b) was used to analyze the voids/particle area ratio (V/P ratio) of 

the cryo-SEM images. The MATLAB script is presented in Appendix A2. The cryo-SEM images 

of testing specimens were transferred to the 2-D grayscale images. And the threshold to separate 

the grayscale values from voids to particles was determined manually. The area of the void and 

the total area of each cryo-SEM image were calculated. The particle area of a specific specimen 
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was the differential between the total area and void area. The average V/P ratio and the standard 

error of mean of each specimen were used. 

4.2.5 Microbiome Analysis 

Bacterial and archaeal diversity of the untreated and treated tailings specimens at 0, 30, 

and 60 days (if applicable) were determined by 16S rRNA sequencing. Raw specimens were 

submitted to ZymoBIOMICS for the metagenomic analysis. The ZymoBIOMICS-96 MagBead 

DNA Kit was used to extract the DNA of the specimens. V3-V4 16S rRNA regions were 

amplified using Quick-16S NGS Library Preparation Kit (Zymo Research). The final library was 

sequenced on Illumina® MiSeq™ platform. Details of high throughput sequencing analysis can 

be found on the ZymoBIOMICS™ Service website. Dada2 pipeline was used for amplicon 

sequences from raw reads (Callahan et al. 2016). Chimeric sequences were also removed with 

the Dada2 pipeline. Taxonomy was assigned using Uclust from Qiime v.1.9.1 with the 

Greengenes database as a reference. Relative abundance, alpha diversity (i.e., within-community 

diversity), and beta diversity (i.e., between-community diversity) analyses were performed 

functions in the phyloseq (1.34.0), Vegan (2.5.7), and ggplot2 (3.3.3) packages in R (v. 4.0.3). 

For alpha diversity, Chao1 and Shannon indices are used to estimate the richness and evenness of 

the species in the specimens. And for beta diversity, Bray-Curtis dissimilarity was visualized by 

the nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) method. The permutational multivariate 

analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) (Anderson 2017) was used to estimate the effects of 

medium and culturing factors on the dissimilarity among different testing groups. P-value ≤ 0.05 

is statistically significant. The R codes and the metadata for microbiome analysis were presented 

in Appendix A3.  
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4.3 Results of the Ureolysis-driven Stimulated-MICP Treated MFT 

4.3.1 Comparisons Among DI Groups 

To compare the effects of urea-based media, pH, air availability, and methanogens 

competition on the MICP treated MFT, three baseline groups were prepared. The Gs, pH, and 

UV254 absorbance (UVA) values of the baseline groups were tracked within 30 days (presented 

in Figure 4.2). MDI kept relatively stable physical and chemical properties during the incubation. 

The average Gs, pH, and UVA values of MDI during the 30 days of incubation were 1.87 

(±0.072), 7.89 (±0.024), and 0.46 (±0.0062), respectively. For MDIOX, the initial values of Gs, 

pH, and UVA were similar to MDI. However, with the increase of incubation, the differences in 

pH and UVA became obvious. The data points of MDIOX met MDI regarding the Gs values. 

The average Gs value of MDIOX was 1.89 (±0.029). The pH values of MDIOX presented an 

increasing trend from day 0 to day 15 and held from day 15 to day 30. The UVA values of 

MDIOX were increased from day 0 to day 4 and day 15 to day 30 but maintained from day 4 to 

day 15. The UVA values of MDIOX at days 15 and 30 increased significantly (P < 0.001) 

comparing to the value at day 0, while UVA of MDIOX at days 15 and 30 did not indicate a 

significant difference among each other. The ACMDI and MDI samples were the most different. 

ACMDI had the lowest values of Gs comparing to the other with an average Gs 1.53 (±0.056). 

The pH and UVA of ACMDI fluctuated during the incubation time, especially at days 4 and 8. 

The average pH and UVA of ACMDI were 8.59 (±0.081) and 0.94 (±0.039), respectively. 

4.3.2 Visual Observations 

The surface roughness and stiffness of the MUOX specimens were visibly changed after 

8 days of incubation. In the MUOX specimens, a heavy precipitation (HP) layer was observed 

above a light precipitation (LP) layer. A slim and fragile HP layer was firstly found at MUOX-8d 
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as presented in Figure 3a. With the increase in incubation, the HP layer became thicker, rougher, 

and stiffer (presented in Figures 3b and 3c). The MUOX-30d specimens held a 10 grams 

standard weight with the existence of the HP layer and LP layer (shown in Figure 3d). The 

existence of the HP layer and ability of loading indicated the increase of strength due to the 

process of ureolysis and the formation of calcium precipitation. Limited by the mouth size of the 

serum bottles, ten grams weight is the heaviest weight that can be put inside the bottle. Other 

recipes except the MU did not have the HP layer and the ability of loading. The MU-15d-1 

specimen demonstrated the existence of an HP layer. However, the other specimens from the 

MU group especially the MU-30d specimens did not have the HP layer. Although MUPHOX 

specimens at day 30 did not form an HP layer, several disconnected precipitation-like pieces 

floated on the tailings surface.  

4.3.3 Physicochemical Characteristics 

After incubation at the target intervals, the supernatant and residual tailings of each 

specimen were collected separately. The supernatant of each specimen was used to measure the 

[Ca2+], [NH4
+], pH, and UVA. Meanwhile, the water content and Gs of each specimen were 

measured by using the residual tailings. 

Calcium carbonate precipitation was determined based on Eq. 4.1. MDI and MDIOX 

(squared symbols in Figure 4.4) maintained no precipitation over the 30 days of incubation. The 

majority of the MICP treated groups demonstrated about 0.6% precipitation during the 

incubation. However, the MUOX accumulated significantly more precipitation during the 

incubation. The MUOX started with 0.7% (±0.83%) precipitation on day 4 and gained 6.8% 

(±2.05%) precipitation on day 15. In the following 15 days, the precipitation content of MUOX 

increased by 1.3%. It should be noted that the precipitation content presented in Figure 4.4 
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estimated the universal precipitation level among the specimens. Thus, for MUOX the 

precipitation content values indicated the average precipitation of the HP and LP layers. As 

mentioned before, MU-15d-1 had an HP layer. But the duplicate specimen MU-15d-2 did not, 

which is similar to the other specimens in this MU group. MU-15d had an average precipitation 

content of 4.86% with the largest error ±4.54% (presented in Figure 4.4).  

Void ratio (e) was monitored at each incubation time by quantifying the water content 

and Gs of tailings. From day 0 to day 4, although the e values of all the groups were decreased, 

MDI and MDIOX had relatively higher e values comparing to the MICP treated groups (shown 

in Figure 4.5). The e values of MDI and MDIOX still declined from day 4 to day 15, while they 

kept stable at about 5 after 15 days. Except for the MUOX, the e values of the other MICP 

treated groups stayed at 5 after 4 days of incubation, as presented in Figure 4.5. The e value of 

MUOX started with 6.36 (±0.36) and decreased 65% on day 30. Note that the e values for 

MUOX were represented by the MUOX-LP specimens especially for the MUOX specimens on 

day 30. The average water content of the MUOX-HP on day 30 was 47.69% (±8.22%). As the 

MUOX-HP specimens did not have enough mass to evaluate the Gs, it was assumed that the 

MUOX-LP and MUOX-HP at day 30 had the same specific gravity (Gs = 2.06). So the e of the 

MUOX-HP specimens would be approximate 0.98, which would present significant differences 

(P < 0.001) among the other specimens regardless of the incubation time and testing groups. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the increased amount of ammonium accumulated in the 

supernatant identified the activities of the stimulated ureolytic microorganisms. MDI and 

MDIOX did not identify the existence of ammonium in the intervals of incubation. All ureolysis-

driven stimulated-MICP treated groups had about 1.8 g/L initial ammonium input from 100 mM 

ammonium chloride of the ureolytic media, and most of the MICP groups stayed at this 
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concentration during the incubation. For comparison, Figure 4.6 also illustrated the potential 

highest [NH4
+] if urea were fully hydrolyzed by microbial activities. MUOX was observed with 

increasing ammonium concentration since day 4. Comparing to the initial [NH4
+], the [NH4

+] of 

MUOX reached 5 times higher on day 15 and finally attained about 6 times higher on day 30. 

The MU-15d-1 had the highest [NH4
+], while the MU-15d-2 had 2.0 g/L [NH4

+]. And at 30 days, 

MU still had an [NH4
+] of 1.96 g/L (±0.05 g/L). The MUPHOX-30d specimens found 0.6 g/L 

(±0.04 g/L) more ammonium comparing to the initial input, indicating an increase of [NH4
+] 

after 30 days of incubation.  

The pH values of each specimen were measured and presented in Figure 4.7. The two DI 

groups (i.e., MDI and MDIOX) and three pH-adjusted urea-based media groups (i.e., MUPH, 

MUBPH, and MUPHOX) started in the pH range of 7.99 to 8.29, while the three urea-based 

medium groups (i.e., MU, MUB, and MUOX) had the initial pH range of 6.61 to 6.88. MUPH 

and MUBPH had stable pH values in the 30 days of incubation. The pH of the MUPHOX 

declined to 7.52 (±0.02) after 15 days of incubation and remained at about 7.5 from day 15 to 

day 30. MU and MUB maintained at relatively stable pH values during the incubation time 

except for the MU-15d-1 specimen. The pH values of MUOX increased from 6.74 (±0.025) to 

7.82 (±0.29) within 30 days of incubation, although the baseline MUDIOX group also indicated 

an increase in pH values during incubation. 

The organic matter dissolved in the supernatant was determined by the UV254 parameter 

(illustrated in Figure 4.8). On day 0, MDI and MDIOX had about 0.46 cm-1 UVA, while the 

other MICP-treated groups had about 0.53 cm-1 UVA. The UVA values of MU and MUB 

presented a decreasing trend during the 30 days of incubation. On day 30, the UVA value of MU 

decreased to 0.279 (±0.009) cm-1 that demonstrated significant differences (P < 0.001) to the 
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UVA values of MU and MDI on day 0. Like MU, the UVA value of MUB on day 30 (0.276 cm-

1, ±0.0005) also indicated significant differences (P < 0.001) from the UVA values of MU and 

MDI on day 0. The UVA values of MUPH and MUBPH elucidated similar trends since the 

beginning of the incubation. From day 0 to day 4, the UVA values of MUPH and MUBPH were 

increased, while the UVA values of these two groups maintained about 0.65 cm-1 from days 4 to 

15. From days 15 to 30, the UVA values of MUPH and MUBPH increased again. At day 30, the 

MUPH demonstrated a strong increase (P < 0.01) of UVA comparing to the MDI, but a 

significant growth (P < 0.001) comparing to the MU. MUBPH gained higher UVA (0.73 cm-1) 

than MUPH (0.67 cm-1) at the end of the incubation. So, MUBPH presented a significantly high 

UVA (P < 0.001) comparing to the MDI and MUB. However, MUOX and MUPHOX presented 

different UVA behavior. The UVA of MUOX dropped from days 0 to 4 and fluctuated near 0.44 

after 4 days. At day 30, MUOX had a significant difference (P < 0.001) comparing to MDIOX, 

but less difference (P > 0.05) with MU and MUB. From days 0 to 8, MUPHOX indicated an 

increasing trend of UVA, but after 8 days this group identified a reducing UVA trend. 

4.3.4 Mineral Components and Fabric Changes  

Mineral compositions of MDIOX on day 30 and MUOX on days 0, 8, and 30 were 

determined by the XRD measurement, respectively. The HP layer and LP layer of MUOX-30d 

were separately measured. As presented in Figure 4.9, MDIOX-30d contained quartz, kaolinite, 

and siderite, matching previous findings for MFT (Dompierre and Barbour 2016; Osacky et al. 

2013). New peaks were observed in the MUOX specimens. A salt of urea compound with 

calcium chloride or “calcium chloride urea” was discovered in MUOX on days 0 and 8. 

However, the calcium chloride urea peaks of the MUOX-30d specimen were lower than the 

XRD determine limit. Although not marked in Figure 4.9, aragonite as a metastable phase of 
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calcium carbonate was identified by the XRD in MUOX-8d. Calcite and ammonium chloride 

peaks were detected in the MUOX-30d specimens in both the HP and LP layers. The MUOX-

30d-HP specimen had stronger calcite peaks comparing to the MUOX-30d-LP specimen 

indicating a relatively higher level of cementation existed in the HP layer.  

The fabric and structure of MDIOX, MU, and MUOX on days 0 and 30 were evaluated 

by the cryo-SEM images in Figure 4.10. The typical card-house structure of MFT was noticed in 

MDIOX-0d and MDIOX-30d (in Figure 4.10a and 4.10b, respectively), MUOX-0d (in Figure 

4.10c), and MU-30d (in Figure 4.10d). However, for the MUOX specimens on day 30, the fabric 

was altered. The MUOX-30d-LP (in Figure 4.10e) demonstrated a card-house fabric, the pores 

were condensed or filled. The MUOX-30d-HP displayed a distinct fabric comparing to the other 

specimens. In Figure 4.10f, soil particles become thicker, and the connections were bonded by 

rhombohedral-like larger particles (presented in the Appendix A4). In Figure 4.10f (showing the 

fabric of MUOX-30d-HP), no card-house structure was discovered, and few pores were found. 

Cryo-SEM used for V/P calculation and the generated 2-D superpixel grayscale images were 

presented in Appendix A5. The MUOX-0d specimen had the highest V/P value and the MUOX-

30-LP specimen had the lowest V/P. The V/P declined with the decrease in e. The e and V/P 

ratio results were illustrated in Figure 4.11 showing a linear relationship between them.  

4.3.5 Microbial Community Analyses 

Tailings specimens on days 0 and 30 are used to study the microbial community of the 

ureolysis-driven stimulated MICP-treated MFT. The change and relations of abundance and 

diversity of different specimens elucidate the effects of the proposed treatments on the tailings 

from the microorganisms’ perspective. 
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4.3.5.1 Abundance and Composition 

The top ten genera of the baseline specimens are presented in Figure 4.12. Although 

archaea were sterilized with the autoclave process previously described, bacteria were still found 

in the autoclaved tailings (presented in Appendix A6 Figure A6.1). In ACMDI, the genera 

Acidovorax and Hydrogenophaga were found on day 0, and the genera Alicyclobacillus, 

Desulfurivibrio, Propionibacterium were determined on day 30. Appendix A6 Figure A6.2 

illustrated the top ten genera of ACMDI. The MDI and MDIOX specimens, however, observed 

bacteria and archaea. The microbial communities of MDI and MDIOX remained stable over 

time. Bacteria were the main kingdom among MDI and MDIOX, while MDI had a slightly 

higher number of archaea comparing to MDIOX (presented in Appendix A6 Figure A6.1). More 

than 50% of the genera of the MDI and MDIOX group were determined as non-assigned (NA) 

and other genera in Figure 4.12. The rest main bacteria of the MDI and MDIOX groups were 

Acidovorax, Extensimonas, Leptolinea, Smithella, and Sulfuritalea; and the main archaea of them 

were Methanolinea, Methanoregula, and Methanosaeta. 

Bacteria were still the main Kingdom among the ureolysis-driven stimulated MICP-

treated specimens (presented in Appendix A6 Figure A6.3). Acidovorax, Leptolinea, Smithella, 

and Soehngenia were widely found bacteria genera in the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP 

treated specimens; and Methanoregula and Methanosaeta were the main archaea genera 

discovered in them (presented in Figure 4.13). Bacillus was noticeable in the MUOX specimens, 

although for the other groups Bacillus was seldom observed. The average Bacillus relative 

abundance of the MUOX-0d specimens were 37% (i.e., MUOX-0d-1 = 37.57%, MUOX-0d-2 = 

36.42%) and 97% of Bacillus species were assigned to Bacillus jeotgali-selenatarsenatis-

thioparans. Bacillus was still found in the MUOX-30d specimens, but the relative abundance of 
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Bacillus in the MUOX-30d specimens was about 7%. Meanwhile, the Bacillus species of the 

MUOX-30d specimens were changed. The relative abundance of Bacillus jeotgali-

selenatarsenatis-thioparans of the MUOX-30d specimens was decreased to less than 0.02 % 

(i.e., MUOX-30d-1 = 0.04%, MUOX-30d-2 = 0); the main Bacillus species determined in the 

MUOX-30d specimens were Bacillus azotoformans and Bacillus sp25926 (the Bacillus sp25926 

was assigned according to ZymoBIOMICS’s database). The MU-30d and MUB-30d specimens 

also had 4.07%~8.75% Bacillus and the main Bacillus species were Bacillus sp25926. The MU-

0d, MUB-0d, MUPH-30d, and MUPHOX-30d specimens were also determined with Bacillus, 

but the relative abundance of the Bacillus in those specimens were less than 1%. Domibacillus 

robiginosus was only found in the MUPHOX-30d specimens.  

4.3.5.2 Alpha Diversity and Beta Diversity 

In this study, the alpha diversity is estimated by two non-phylogenetic metrics Chao1 and 

Shannon indexes to show the species diversity within a specimen. Chao1 shows the taxa richness 

considering the low abundance species; Shannon considers both species richness and evenness, 

but it is weighted in favor of evenness. The Chao1 and Shannon values of each specimen were 

presented in Appendix A7 Figure A7.1 and Figure A7.2. ACMDI presented the lowest Chao1 

and Shannon indices comparing to the other specimens. Table 4.2 summed the alpha diversity 

results of the specimens depended on their physicochemical properties. On day 0, the Chao1 

index of the MUOX was significantly distinct (P < 0.001) to the MDI and MDIOX specimens 

and the other treated groups; the Shannon index of the other treated groups indicated a 

significantly difference (P = 0.04) to the DI groups. However, on day 30 the specimens 

regardless of treated groups or MDI and MDIOX groups did not present statistically differences 

among each other when Chao1 or Shannon indexes were evaluated.  
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The beta diversity pattern estimated by Bray-Curtis dissimilarity provides the differences 

in diversity of species within specimens. The majority of the data points were clustered in the 

middle of the NMDS plot as presented in Figure 4.14. MUB-0d-1, MUOX-30d-1, MUOX-30d-2, 

MUBPH-30-1, and MU-30d-1 displayed dissimilarities to the other specimens. The stress of 

NMDS is lower than 0.2 indicating the validity of the analysis. PERMANOVA was used to 

analyze the multivariable effects on the communities depicted in Table 4.3. It showed that the 

initial pH and urea-based medium demonstrated the lowest p values (P < 0.001), and other 

variations such as oxygen × pH, oxygen × pH × Time also indicated significant influences (P < 

0.05) on the change of the microbial communities. The existence of inhibition did not change the 

microbial communities due to high P values.  

4.4 Discussion of the Ureolysis-driven Stimulated-MICP Treated MFT 

From the comparison of the MDI, MDIOX, and ACMDI groups, the MDI kept the most 

stable physical, chemical, and biological properties. With the availability of air, the chemical 

properties of MDIOX fluctuated during the incubation period. From the physical and biological 

properties’ perspective, MDIOX can still serve as a stable baseline group. Although the ACMDI 

group harbored the least microbial community and maintained the lowest alpha diversity among 

the three DI groups (presented in Figure 4.12, Appendix A6 Figures A6.1 and A6.2, and 

Appendix A7 Figure A7.1), the physical and chemical properties of the ACMDI were altered as 

illustrated in Figure 4.2. Researchers use autoclaved oil sands tailings to study the microbial 

activities of the tailings (Bordenave et al. 2010; Ramos-Padrón et al. 2011; Siddique et al. 2011) 

indicating that using the autoclaved tailings helps reduce the effects of complexity of microbial 

communities on the experiments. However, the limitation of using the autoclave method on the 

oil sands tailings should be aware. Though no directly supported data, Siddique et al. (2014) 
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implied that the autoclave method may not sterilize the oil sands tailings completely and the heat 

of the autoclave might change the structure and chemistry of the tailings. Considering the data 

presented herein, ACMDI cannot provide a comparable baseline. Thus, to study the effects of the 

ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT, the MDI and MDIOX were used as controls. 

The experimental results including visual observation, precipitation content, void ratio, 

and ammonium concentration demonstrate that the MUOX specimens have stimulated the 

indigenous microbes to accomplish the MICP treatment on MFT. As MFT has extremely low 

shear strength, any weights cannot be supported by the controls (i.e., MDI and MDIOX). But ten 

grams weight was supported by the MUOX specimens. The MUOX specimens may hold heavier 

weights if the neck of the serum bottle was wider. The increased amount of ammonium confirms 

the carbonate and ammonium production via the urea degradation by the indigenous microbes; 

the increased amount of precipitation content also indicates the indigenous microbes have the 

capability for the stimulated-MICP process showing a potential direction for the future work. 

Initially, the e value of the MUOX group did not present the difference to the other treated 

groups. During the stimulation process, the MUOX group demonstrated the lowest e values 

among all the other tested specimens indicating the densification of the MFT. The densification 

of the MFT fabric is also demonstrated by the cryo-SEM images in which fewer pores and large 

precipitation were observed (presented in Figure 4.10). Although the cryo-SEM system cannot 

analyze the element via energy dispersive X-ray (EDS), the XRD results of the MUOX-30d-LP 

and MUOX-30d-HP specimens in Figure 4.9 validate the existence of the calcite and degradation 

of urea during the incubation. 

Other treated groups except for the MU-15d-1, however, do not show the advantages of 

the stimulated-MICP from the visual, physical, and chemical perspective. Although urea-based 
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media are provided, the MU, MUB, MUPH, MUBPH, and MUPHOX groups still present slurry-

like behavior during the testing period. They cannot support any applied weight. With the 

additional mixture of ions (e.g., Ca2+, Cl-) into the treated groups, the diffuse double layer 

thicknesses of the treated groups decrease (Mitchell and Soga. 2005). So, the initial e values of 

the treated groups are lower than those of the DI groups, indicating the chemical-induced 

settlement. After 8 days of incubation, the e differences of the DI groups to the treated groups 

except MUOX are slight. The HP layer in one of the MU-15d specimens was abnormal 

compared to the test results of the MU specimens. The existence of the HP layer in the MU-15d-

1 might indicate a failure of sealing. Air may have entered the tailings stimulating the aerobic or 

facultatively anaerobic microbes for ureolysis. Considering air as one of the culturing factors was 

actually excited by the MU-15d-1 specimen because the experiment was initially designed under 

anaerobic conditions. The success of the MUOX indirectly indicates that air may be present 

inside the MU-15d-1 specimen. 

Air availability and initial solution pH are considered as culturing factors to stimulate the 

ureolytic microbes in MFT under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Comparing the results of 

MUOX with the MU, the advantages of providing air to MFT for the MICP application are 

elucidated. Comparing the results of MUOX with the MUPHOX, the disadvantages of adjusting 

the initial solution pH to a higher value are clear. The existence of oxygen with a neutral pH 

urea-based medium helps stimulate the ureolytic microbes for the MICP treatment of MFT. 

Gomez et al. (2018) optimized the treatment solution for the stimulated-MICP applications via 

increasing the solution initial pH from neutral to 9.0. However, this study demonstrated an 

opposite experimental result: higher pH value hindering the stimulation process. Thus, the setting 

of the initial solution pH for the stimulated-MICP process depends on the native microbial 
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community. Different soil environments, considering characteristics such as soil formation, soil 

size and fabric, and pore water chemistry, may have various microbial communities which 

require adjustments to the culturing media. Gomez et al. (2018) also found that the stimulation 

process in deeper soils was limited. Besides the restriction of nutrition sources in the deeper area 

discussed in Gomez et al. (2018), limited accessibility of air may also influence the stimulation 

process considering the results of this study. To treat deeper soils, suitable solution pH and 

abundant oxygen may improve the stimulated ureolysis. Other culturing factors such as the 

inoculation temperature and the optimum recipes of the enrichment media are not discussed in 

this study, but they also affect the stimulation process, which needs to be explored further.  

The effect of methanogens on the ureolytic metabolism in MFT is also evaluated. 

Comparing the results (e.g., Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.13) of MU and MUB, MUPH, and MUBPH, 

adding the BES as a methanogens inhibitor seems to have little effect on the promotion of the 

MICP treatment. PERMANOVA for the beta diversity analysis (Table 4.3) also emphasizes that 

the methanogens inhibitor in this study shows little effects on the change of microbial 

community. The methanogens still exist robustly even with the addition of the BES inhibitor, 

indicated by the relative abundance data in Figure 4.13. Webster et al. (2016) found that the 

methane production was decreased by 89% with the addition of 0.5 mM BES and the methane 

production was ceased when the BES concentration reached 10 mM. Thus, with 4.44 mM BES 

in MUB or MUBPH the methanogens population should be restricted as desired. The 

methanogens existing in the tested MFT may present some tolerance to BES, but Siddique et al. 

(2014) regulated the methanogenesis in MFT by adding 10 mM BES. To inhibit the 

methanogens in MFT, a higher BES concentration may be needed. The existence of 

methanogenesis may not influence aerobic ureolysis, as many of the methanogenesis live in 
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anaerobic conditions. To fully understand the ureolysis process of stimulated-MICP treated MFT 

under anaerobic condition, effective methanogenesis inhibited trials are still worthy of 

consideration. 

The abundance data reveal that most of the genera detected in the MFT relate to 

methanogenic environments and hydrocarbon-degrading taxa. Acidovorax as a denitrifier was 

commonly detected in hydrocarbon-contaminated environments (Golby et al. 2012; Yu et al. 

2018b). Leptolinea is an obligately anaerobic bacterium (Yamada et al. 2006), and genera 

Leptolinea and Methanosaeta are syntrophs in the acetotrophic pathway. Archaea Methanosaeta 

and Methanoregula were commonly found methanogens in MFT and involved in the 

methanogenic biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons (Foght et al. 2017; Penner and Foght 

2010; Siddique et al. 2011, 2014b). Smithella existed in oil-degrading sludge and it is a typical 

syntroph with methanogenic such as Methanomicrobiales or Methanobacteriales (Ramos-Padrón 

et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2019a).  

Genera Soehngenia, Bacillus, and Domibacillus are not noticed by previous studies that 

evaluated the microbiome of MFT. Soehngenia saccharolytica grows in anaerobic conditions, 

but it's aerotolerant (i.e., growing with 50% air) and it was firstly isolated from a methanogenic 

enrichment petroleum reservoir (De Vos et al. 2009). The phylogenetic tree of the Bacillus genus 

has at least142 species branches, and most Bacillus species are isolated from soil or soil 

contaminated environments (De Vos et al. 2009). Meanwhile, most of the Bacillus species are 

aerobes or facultative anaerobic (De Vos et al. 2009), but MFT is an anaerobic methanogenic 

environment. Due to the lack of air in the tailings ponds, the abundance of the Bacillus was 

limited. Thus, most of the tested groups in this study and previous findings did not identify the 

Bacillus as the main genus. Some Bacillus species have urease positive characteristics, which 
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explains why Bacillus was studied in the previous MICP projects (Graddy et al. 2018; Sun et al. 

2019; Tang et al. 2020). The results from relative abundance data show that Bacillus jeotgali-

selenatarsenatis-thioparans have a high abundance in the MUOX-0d specimens. However, 

Bacillus jeotgali-selenatarsenatis-thioparans actually contains three species: Bacillus jeotgali, 

Bacillus selenatarsenatis, and Bacillus thioparans. As the 16S rRNA gene sequence of the three 

species is more than 99% similar, the 16S rRNA sequence data cannot tell the three specific 

species apart (Pérez-Ibarra et al. 2007; Yamamura et al. 2007). Bacillus jeotgali has the urease 

production ability but the Bacillus thioparans does not; the urease activity of Bacillus 

selenatarsenatis has not been previosly determined (Pérez-Ibarra et al. 2007; Yamamura et al. 

2007; Yoon et al. 2001). Bacillus jeotgali is facultatively anaerobic Gram-variable bacterium and 

firstly isolated from jeotgal that is a traditional Korean seafood; the optimal growth temperature 

and pH for Bacillus jeotgali is 30-35 ℃ and 7-8, respectively; Bacillus jeotgali is motile with 

peritrichous flagella and grows in up to 13% w/v NaCl salinity environment (Yoon et al. 2001). 

Bacillus selenatarsenatis is a facultatively anaerobic selenate-reducing bacterium; the optimal 

temperature and pH for facultatively Bacillus selenatarsenatis is 40 ℃ and 8.0, respectively; 

different from Bacillus jeotgali, Bacillus selenatarsenatis grows in the presence of less than 7% 

w/v NaCl (Yamamura et al. 2007). Thus, Bacillus jeotgali may be the species that promotes the 

stimulated-MICP process in MFT. As Bacillus jeotgali is motile and the air is accessible at the 

top of the bottle, Bacillus jeotgali may move to the upper layer of MFT forming a heavy 

precipitated layer. The decreased abundance of Bacillus jeotgali in the MUOX specimens may 

relate to the degradation of urea during the incubation. Also, because of the heterogeneity of the 

MUOX-30d specimens, the microbiome data of the MUOX-30d-LP layer may not represent the 

microbes living in the MUOX-30d-HP layer. So more urease positive species may be found in 
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MUOX-30d-HP specimens, which needs further investigation. Bacillus azotoformans 

(reclassified as Calidifontibacillus azotoformans) identified in MUOX-30d specimens is urease 

negative facultatively anaerobic bacterium; it reduces NO3
-, NO2

-, N2O to N2 anaerobically and 

degrades organic acids like acetate, succinate, pyruvate, and L-glutamate, etc. (Adiguzel et al. 

2020; Pichinoty et al. 1983). The characteristics of Bacillus sp25926 found in MU and MUB are 

unknown. Domibacillus robiginosus is largely found in the MUPHOX-30d specimens. Although 

Domibacillus robiginosus does not hydrolyze urea, it may decrease the pH due to acid 

production from organic sugar (Seiler et al. 2013). 

The alpha diversity data (presented in Table 4.2 and Appendix A7) indicated that on day 

0 the richness of the species estimated by Chao1 was increased due to the additional media 

regardless of the culturing factors, while the evenness of different communities was not affected 

significantly. With provided urea-based medium and suitable culturing factors such as available 

air availability and relatively neutral pH, more species like Bacillus jeotgali were enriched but 

the enrichment kept the evenness of the specimen relatively stable. The richness of the MUOX 

specimens decreased significantly from day 0 to day 30 due to the depletion of urea. The 

richness of the other treated groups at 30 days maintained stable, which matched the physical and 

chemical properties of the other treated groups. The beta diversity plot did not show obvious 

clusters or patterns to illustrate the dissimilarities among the specimens. Holowenko et al. (2000) 

described the robust methanogenic community of the MFT specimens, and Zhang et al. (2019) 

pointed out that the syntrophs associated with methanogens help maintain anaerobic metabolism 

behavior over time. Thus, dissimilarities of the treated and untreated specimens were not 

influenced. Although PERMANOVA implied that several culturing factors significantly 

influence the communities of the specimens, the effect size interpreted by the R2 values in Table 
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4.3 demonstrated that each examined factor contributed less than 10% to the dissimilarities 

among specimens. The data points of beta diversity clustered together in Figure 4.14 also 

demonstrated the methanogenic communities’ stability of the specimens.  

4.5 Results and Discussion of the Sulfate-reduction-driven Stimulated-MICP Treated MFT 

Sulfate-reduction-driven stimulated-MICP was also investigated in this study. The 

sulfate-reduction media with or without methanogens inhibitor BES were mixed with the MFT 

and incubated anaerobically for the designed incubation periods.  

4.5.1 Physicochemical Characteristics 

The physical and chemical changes of the treated MFT and supernatant were illustrated 

in Figure 4.15. From day 0 to day 8, the MICP treated specimens presented lower e values due to 

the addition of ions (presented in Figure 4.15a). The increase of the ionic strength in the treated 

specimens decreased the diffuse double layer thickness of specimens. After day 8, the e values of 

MDI were approximated to MS and MSB. The sulfate reduction stimulation process was 

evaluated by the changes of precipitation content, sulfate concentration, and lactate concentration 

as shown in Figure 15 b-d. Most of the treated specimens whether MS or MSB did not present an 

obvious increase in precipitation and consumption of sulfate and lactate during the 60 days of 

incubation. The behavior of the MS-60d-1 specimen may indicate the beginning of the sulfate 

reduction process, because the MS-60d-1 specimen had the highest precipitation content (i.e., 

0.6%), and demonstrated the digestion of sulfate and lactate. As the prepared sulfate reduction 

media contain a relatively high amount of sodium hydroxide, the initial pH of MS and MSB 

reached about 10. The ingredients of the media followed Holowenko et al. (2000), but 

Holowenko et al. (2000) used O2-free 30% CO2 nitrogen gas flow to neutralize the solution. The 

pH values of the treated specimens kept decreasing during the incubation period and the pH of 
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the MU-60d-1 specimen was the lowest among all treated groups as presented in Figure 15e. The 

reason for pH decreasing during the incubation needs more investigation, but it may relate to the 

indigenous hydrocarbon biodegradation process of MFT. The changes in precipitation content, 

sulfate concentration, and pH within 60 days of monitoring indicate that the high initial pH of the 

media in this study may hinder the growth of the SRB. With the addition of lactate into MFT, 

UVA values of the treated specimens were about 7 times higher than the baseline (in Figure 

4.15f). Comparing to the other treated specimens, the MU-60d-1 had the lowest UVA values, 

which matched to the change of the trends of the changes of lactate. MUB at day 30 had a 

decreasing trend of UVA value, but the lactate concentration was not affected. The reason for 

this disagreement was not quite clear with current results.  

4.5.2 Fabric Changes 

The fabric of the MS-60d-1 specimen was evaluated by the cryo-SEM technique. As lack 

of the cryo-SEM images of the MDI group, the images of MDIOX-30d were used as a 

comparison. Figure 4.16 a-c presented the cryo-SEM images of MS-60d with different 

magnitudes. The fabric and pores of MS-60d-1 were thicker, denser, and filled than those of 

MDIOX showing in Figure 4.16 d-f. Although MS-60d-1 had 0.6% precipitation content and did 

not indicate the increase of strength, the development of fabric was still promising.  

4.5.3 Microbial Community Analyses 

As the use of sulfate in the treated specimens was limited (presented in Figure 4.15c), the 

abundance of SRB in the sulfate-reduction medium treated MFT was also restrained. Bacteria 

were still the main Kingdom in MS and MSB like MDI (shown in Appendix A8 Figure A8.1). 

Acidovorax, Leptolinea, Methanoregula, Methanosaeta, and Smithella were listed among the top 

ten genera in the baseline and sulfate-reduction stimulated-MICP treated groups (presented in 
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Figure 4.17); and they were also common genera found in the MFT community as discussed in 

the section of the ureolysis-drive stimulated-MICP treated groups. Methanolinea was found as 

one of the top ten genera in the sulfate-reduction stimulated-MICP specimens (in Figure 4.17). 

Methanolinea is also a common methanogen in other MFT samples (Ramos-Padrón et al. 2011; 

Siddique et al. 2014b; Wilson et al. 2016). Pelolinea was mostly found in the sulfate-reduction 

stimulated-MICP treated groups but it was rare in the baseline specimens. Pelolinea submarina 

is an anaerobic bacteria that was firstly isolated from a methanogenic community; it grows at pH 

5.5-8.5 and lives in a high salt environment (0-50 g/L NaCl) (Imachi et al. 2014). Other species 

of Pelolinea were assigned based on the ZymoBIOMICS’s database, so more studies are needed 

to provide names and to determine the phenotypic characteristics for them. Salimesophilobacter 

was noticeable in MS-60d-1, MSB-30d-1, and MSB-30d-1. Most Salimesophilobacter species 

were also assigned based on the ZymoBIOMICS’s database. The known species is 

Salimesophilobacter vulgaris that can use sulfur, thiosulfate, and Fe (III) but not sulfate as 

electron acceptors (Zhang et al. 2013b). So, the Salimesophilobacter species in MS-60d-1, MSB-

30d-1, and MSB-30d-1 may be not able to process the sulfate-reduction-driven MICP treatment. 

Desulfitibacter alkalitolerans was stimulated in MS and MSB (presented in the A8 Figure S13). 

Desulfitibacter alkalitolerans is an anaerobic sulfite-reducing bacterium, but it cannot reduce 

sulfate (Nielsen et al. 2006). Desulfitibacter alkalitolerans grows at a pH 7.6-10.5 with the 

optimum growth pH 8.0-9.5 (Nielsen et al. 2006). The pH of MS and MSB was in the range 

10.08 - 9.16 (shown in Figure 4.15e), which was optimum for Desulfitibacter alkalitolerans. 

Desulfurivibrio genus that affiliated phylogenetically with SRB was determined in ACMDI as 

shown in Figure 4.12 but this genus was rare in other groups; this indicates that the SRB exists in 
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MFT but the abundance of SRB is low. To stimulate the SRB in MFT for the MICP application, 

suitable initial culturing factors such as a neutral pH value may be required. 

Alpha diversity and beta diversity of the baseline and sulfate reduction stimulated-MICP 

treated groups were also evaluated. The values of Chao1 and Shannon indices that measured the 

richness and evenness of the specimens were presented in Figure 4.18. The richness and 

evenness of MDI, MS, and MSB did not present statistical differences among each other. The 

dissimilarity of MDI, MS, and MSB was also not obvious illustrating in Figure 4.19. The 

microbiome analysis revealed that the SRB was not dominated the MFT community, which was 

compatible with the other results discussed above. A better design for the culturing environment, 

especially a lower initial pH, will be needed for further investigations.  

4.6 Summary and Conclusions 

Various microorganisms live in MFT and some of them with urea hydrolysis or sulfate 

reduction metabolisms are appropriate for MICP to shorten the reclamation process of MFT. 

This study explored the stimulation of ureolysis and sulfate reduction metabolisms separately by 

using specific media and controlling different culturing factors. Urea-based media considering 

initial pH, air availability, and methanogens inhibition as culturing factors were investigated to 

stimulate the indigenous ureolytic driven microorganisms in MFT for MICP. The visual 

observation results showed that MUOX had a thicker precipitation layer (i.e., HP layer) above 

the soft layer (i.e., LP layer). With the presence of the HP layer, MUOX was capable to hold at 

least 10 g of applied weight indicating an increase in the strength of MFT. Precipitation content, 

void ratio, ammonium concentration, pH, and UV254 absorption were measured to evaluate the 

physicochemical properties of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT. MUOX had 

an increasing precipitation content and ammonium concentration during the incubation. On day 
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30, MUOX had 8.1% precipitation content and 10.7 g/L ammonium. The pH of MUOX also 

increased from 6.7 on day 0 to 7.82 on day 30. Evidence indicated that the indigenous ureolytic 

microorganisms of MUOX had been stimulated for MICP. MU had the same media and initial 

pH of MUOX, but MU was cultured under the anaerobic condition. The precipitation content and 

ammonium concentration of MU maintained at the initial level within the incubation. Similar to 

MU, MUPHOX also did not obtain an increased precipitation content and ammonium 

concentration. Although MUPHOX had access to air, the initial pH of MUPHOX was adjusted to 

8.24, which may have inhibited the indigenous ureolytic driven microorganisms. Methanogens 

lived in MFT anaerobically and stably. Although the methanogens inhibitor BES was used in this 

study, the ureolysis process was not observed in MUB and MUBPH during the incubation. By 

comparing the physicochemical properties of ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT 

specimens, available air, and neutral initial pH promote the ureolysis process in MFT. XRD 

results of MUOX demonstrated the degradation of urea and the formation of calcite during 30 

days of incubation. The fabric of MUOX was denser than other treated and untreated specimens 

regardless of the MUOX-30d-HP specimen or the MUOX-30d-LP specimen. By discovering the 

microbial communities of the urea-based medium treated and untreated MFT, Bacillus jeotgali 

was firstly investigated living in MFT because of a suitable stimulation environment. By 

comparing the urease positive property among the abundant species in different specimens, 

Bacillus jeotgali was deduced to be the most likely species to promote the MICP treatment in 

MUOX. The experimental results demonstrated that with urea-based medium, available air, and 

neutral initial pH, indigenous urease positive species (e.g., Bacillus jeotgali) were stimulated for 

the purpose of MICP to improve the properties of MFT. The sulfate reduction MICP process was 

also explored in this study. On day 60, an increase of precipitation content and decrease of 
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sulfate and lactate concentration were detected indicating the stimulation of the sulfate reduction 

process. The initial pH of MS and MSB was set to 10.04 which may be above the optimal pH 

value for the indigenous SRB. For further improvement, a lower initial pH of the media may be 

beneficial. The MICP treatment can be accomplished via indigenous microorganisms with the 

capabilities of ureolysis or sulfate reduction to improve the properties of MFT.  
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Tables 

Table 4.1. Metadata for baseline, ureolysis-driven, and sulfate-reduction-driven stimulated-MICP 

treated groups. 

Name Media Oxygen Initial pH BES Inhibitor Incubation days 

MDI DI Anaerobic 8 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30, 60 

ACMDI DI Anaerobic 8.4 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30, 60 

MDIOX DI Aerobic 8.2 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MU U Anaerobic 6.6 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MUB U Anaerobic 6.7 Y 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MUOX U Aerobic 6.6 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MUPH U Anaerobic 8.3 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MUBPH U Anaerobic 8.3 Y 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MUPHOX U Aerobic 8.3 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30 

MS S Anaerobic 10 N 0, 4, 8, 15, 30, 60 

MSB S Anaerobic 10 Y 0, 4, 8, 15, 30, 60 

Note: “DI” referred to deionized water; “U” referred to the urea-based media that contained 350 

mM urea, 250 mM calcium chloride, 100 mM ammonium chloride, 42.5 mM sodium acetate, 

and 0.2 g/L yeast extract; and “S” referred to the sulfate-reduction-based media that contained 2 

g/L sodium hydroxide, 7.39 g/L sodium sulfate, 1 g/L yeast, 14.7 g/L calcium chloride, 1 g/L 

trypticase peptones, 3.92 g/L sodium lactate, and other trace minerals (Appendix A1). 

 

Table 4.2. The sum of alpha diversity of the tested groups. 

Time (d) Specimens Chao1 Shannon 

0  

MDI & MDIOX 33.5 (±2.87) 3.02 (±0.05) 

MUOX 281.5 (±27.5) 3.83 (±0.07) 

Other treated groups 110.3 (±14.09) 3.89 (±0.13) 

30 

MDI & MDIOX 54 (±2.87) 3.47 (±0.14) 

MUOX 51 (±12) 3.40 (±0.12) 

Other treated groups 105 (±19.57) 3.55 (±0.19) 

Note: the “Other treated groups” referred to MU, MUB, MUPH, MUBPH, and MUBPHOX. 

ACMDI was not included in this table.  
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Table 4.3. PERMANOVA results showing the size effect and statistical significance of variations 

of the tested groups. 

Variations R2 Pr(>F) 

pH 0.07935 0.001 

Medium 0.06926 0.001 

Medium × Oxygen 0.04394 0.01 

Time 0.04366 0.01 

Oxygen 0.04215 0.015 

Oxygen × pH × Time 0.04226 0.016 

pH × Time 0.03755 0.025 

Oxygen × pH 0.03711 0.032 

Medium × Oxygen × pH × Time 0.03581 0.069 

Medium × Time 0.03435 0.069 

Oxygen × Time 0.03131 0.149 

Medium × pH 0.02991 0.254 

pH × Inhibitor × Time 0.02795 0.283 

Medium × Oxygen × Time 0.02597 0.382 

Medium × Oxygen × pH 0.02587 0.41 

Inhibitor × Time 0.02497 0.5 

Inhibitor 0.02334 0.581 

pH × Inhibitor 0.02366 0.584 

Medium × pH × Time 0.02231 0.633 

Total 1  

Residuals 0.29927  

Note: The metadate for Table 4.3 is in Appendix A3 Table A3.1. 
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Figures 

 
Figure 4.1. The ureolysis or the sulfate reduction process of MICP. 
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Figure 4.2. The physicochemical characteristics of MDI, MDIOX, ACMDI within 30 days of 

incubation 
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Figure 4.3. The photos of the MUOX specimens. The supernatant above the tailings was 

collected before taking photos. (a)MUOX-8d, (b) top view of MUOX-30d, (c) the HP and LP 

layers of MUOX-30d, and (d) the ability of MUOX-30d to hold a 10 g weight. 
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Figure 4.4. The precipitation content of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT 

groups. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. The void ratio of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT groups. 
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Figure 4.6. The ammonium concentration of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT 

groups. 

 
Figure 4.7. The pH values of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT groups. 
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Figure 4.8. The UV254 absorbance of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT groups. 

 

 
Figure 4.9. The XRD results of the MDIOX-30d specimen and the MUOX specimens. 
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(a) MDIOX-0d 

 
(b) MDIOX-30d 

 
(c) MUOX-0d 

 
(d) MU-30d 

 
(e) MUOX-30d-LP 

 
(f) MUOX-30d-HP 

Figure 4.10. The cryo-SEM images of the MDIOX, MU, and MUOX specimens at different 

incubation time.  
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Figure 4.11. The relationships of the V/P ratio to the void ratio. 
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Figure 4.12. The relative abundance of the ACMDI, MDI, and MDIOX specimens at Genus 

level. 
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Figure 4.13. The relative abundance of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT 

groups at Genus level. 
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Figure 4.14. The beta diversity of the ureolysis-driven stimulated-MICP treated MFT groups. 

The nonmetric multidimensional statistical analysis and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity method are 

used.  
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Figure 4.15. The physicochemical characteristics of the sulfate-reduction-driven stimulated-

MICP treated MFT. (a) void ratio, (b) precipitation content, (c) sulfate concentration, (d) lactate 

concentration, (e) pH value, and (f) UV254 absorbance  
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Figure 4.16. The cryo-SEM images of the MS-60d and MDIOX-30d specimens. (a) and (d) × 

400, (b) and (e) × 1000, and (c) and (f) × 2000. 
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Figure 4.17. The relative abundance of the MDI, MS, and MSB specimens at the Genus level. 
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Figure 4.18. The alpha diversity of the MDI, MS, and MSB specimens. 
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Figure 4.19. The beta diversity of the MDI, MS, and MSB specimens. The nonmetric 

multidimensional statistical analysis and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity method are used.  
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CHAPTER 5. UPSCALING BACTERIAL INOCULATION FOR FIELD-SCALE 

APPLICATIONS OF MICROBIALLY INDUCED CARBONATE PRECIPITATION 

Abstract 

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) technology has been proved to 

increase the strength and stiffness of soil in the lab-scale tests. With more field-scale applications 

of MICP treatments, a large amount of bacterial solution is required. However, little attention has 

been paid to the bacterial inoculation method to fulfill upscaling bio-augmented applications. In 

this paper, we proposed a four-step inoculation method to culture Sporoscarcina pasteurii for 

field-scale MICP applications. The four-step inoculation method cultured the bacteria to 40 L in 

the lab and further upscaled it in the field. The optical density at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD600) 

values of each step was obtained to determine the specific growth rate. Three different types of 

agar plates were used to evaluate contamination, cells counting, and urease efficiency of 

bacterial solutions. The average specific growth rates of the 42 L and 73 L bacterial solutions 

were 5.11×10-3 min-1 and 1.27×10-3 min-1, which kept high values compared to the literature. The 

plate results indicated that the four-step inoculation method provided 108 cells/mL bacterial 

solution with no contamination and the produced urease enzymes capable of hydrolyzing urea. 

The results suggest that the four-step inoculation process discussed in this paper produces a large 

amount of bacterial solution necessary for bio-augmented MICP field applications.  

5.1 Introduction 

Microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a bio-mediated technique that 

improves the soil properties by biological metabolic process (DeJong et al. 2010; Stocks-Fischer 

et al. 1999). The most applied bio-mediated MICP process is urea hydrolysis using Sporosarcina 
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pasteurii (S. pasteurii) owing to its high urease enzyme activity (Ferris et al. 1996; Jiang and 

Soga 2016; Whiffin et al. 2007)  

S. pasteurii (formerly Bacillus pasteurii) is an aerobic alkalophilic bacterium and initially 

isolated from soil and aquatic environments (Gibson 1934). S. pasteurii has a circular shape, dull 

creamy translucent color, and smooth surface colonies (Jain and Arnepalli 2019; De Vos et al. 

2009). The optimum temperature and pH for the growth of S. pasteurii are 30 ℃ and 9, 

respectively. This bacterium synthesizes intracellular enzyme urease to obtain energy from urea 

(Mobley and Hausinger 1989). The urea hydrolysis process produces ammonia and bicarbonate 

increasing the environmental pH (Ferris et al., 1996). The MICP process uses the inorganic 

carbon source produced by the bacterial urea hydrolysis process for precipitation. With a 

supersaturated calcium source, calcium carbonate precipitates under the alkaline condition. 

Considerable MICP research has been investigated for civil and environmental 

engineering applications at the laboratory scale. MICP was used to stabilize coal ash 

(Safavizadeh et al. 2019), control internal erosion in sand-clay mixtures (Jiang and Soga 2017), 

and immobilize trace elements (Li et al. 2013). From the ground improvement perspective, due 

to negative surface charge soil particles accumulates higher concentrations of nutrients and cells; 

thus, calcium carbonate precipitates at the soil surface served as a nucleation site (DeJong et al. 

2010; Stocks-Fischer et al. 1999). The precipitation bonds and coats the soil particles increasing 

the strength and stiffness of the soil matrix (DeJong et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2016a; Nafisi et al. 

2020). With vast success in bench tests, more trials have been conducted to large- and field- 

scales. van Paassen (2011) applied MICP to stabilize the borehole for horizontal directional 

drilling technique; Gomez et al. (2015) improved the erosion resistance of a mine site to a depth 

of about 28 cm through the MICP process; Terzis et al. (2020) investigated a landslide and 
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applied MICP to diminish the displacement of the slope. To accomplish large- and field- scale 

applications, large amount of bacterial solution needs to be prepared. For example, van Paassen 

(2011) injected about 200 m3 diluted bacterial solution into the ground. However, most field-

scale applications did not clearly describe how to inoculate bacterial solution in large-scale. This 

lack of information hinders usage of MICP on fields. Whiffin (2004) proposed a fiberglass airlift 

reactor to culture bacteria up to 100 L in the lab, but the cost of building a specific reactor and 

transportation of large amount of the bacterial solution from the lab to the field are also a 

problem. Thus, a novel bacterial cultivation method that fits the requirements for field 

application needs to be proposed. In this paper, we suggested a four-step inoculation method that 

grows the bacteria in the lab for a small scale and enrich them in the field later. This method was 

successfully used for a field-scale dune project that was conducted at Oregon State University. A 

similar inoculation method was applied to a field site in Ahoskie, NC. The mechanical properties 

of the treated sites are reported in other papers (Ghasemi and Montoya 2020; Montoya et al. 

2021). 

5.2 Methods and Material 

5.2.1 Bacteria and General Growth Condition 

S. pasteurii (ATCC 11859) was used and cultured by the ATCC 1376 ammonium-yeast 

extract (NH4-YE) medium: 20 g/L yeast extract (Fisher Scientific), 10 g/L ammonium sulfate 

(Fisher Scientific), 13.13 g/L Tris base (RPI), and 3.4 g/L Tris HCl (RPI). The frozen stock 

strain was inoculated on ATCC 1376 medium agar plates (A-plates) that are described later 

(Bhaduri et al. 2016) to form single colonies (see Appendix B Figure B1l). The agar plates were 

stored in a 4 ℃ refrigerator for further use. The upscaling four-step inoculation process 

(presented in Figure 5.1a) includes: 1. a single colony to a 20 mL bacterial solution; 2. a 20 mL 
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bacterial solution to a 2 L bacterial solution; 3. a 2 L bacterial solution to a 42 L bacterial 

solution; 4. a 42 L bacterial solution to a 73 L bacterial solution.  

Step 1 to Step 3 were conducted in the laboratory and Step 4 was processed in the field. 

The details of the four-step process are discussed subsequently. For each cultivation step, the 

optical density at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD600) was tracked to estimate the specific growth 

rate. When the OD600 reached to 0.8 to 1.0, the current inoculation step was moved towards the 

next step. For each step, duplicate specimens were prepared.  

5.2.2 Inoculation Protocol 

5.2.2.1 Step One and Two 

The Erlenmeyer flasks and media bottles for step one and step two were autoclaved at 

121 ℃ for 30 min. The ATCC 1376 medium was filter-sterilized using 0.2 μm vacuum filters 

(Fisher Scientific) and stored in the autoclaved media bottles before use. A disposable sterile 

inoculating loop (Fisher Scientific) was used to pick a single colony from an A-plate presented in 

see Appendix B Figure B1l and inoculate it into a 125 mL flask with 20 mL ATCC 1376 

medium. The flask was then put into an incubator with 150 rpm shaking speed and 30 ℃ 

temperature. When the OD600 value reached to or above 0.8, the 20 mL bacterial solution was 

mixed with a 2 L sterile growth broth (ATCC 1376) in an autoclaved media bottle. After mixing, 

the bacterial solution was transferred into 12×500 mL autoclaved flasks and cultured inside the 

incubator at 150 rpm, 30 ℃ till the OD600 achieved the desired value. To prevent contamination, 

a bio-safety cabinet was used for inoculation in steps one and two. 

5.2.2.2 Step Three 

Four 18.93 L (5-gallon) glass carboys calibrated for 10 L were used to culture the 

bacteria for step three. The carboys were washed with bleach for sterilization and rinsed with DI 
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water. A copper tube was immersed in a water bath to provide a constant 30 ℃ temperature. 

Four serological pipets were connected to the lab air and injected into the growth broth to 

provide oxygen for bacteria. The set-up for the bacterial growth at Step three is presented in 

Figure 5.1b. The sterilization process of a fresh 40 L growth medium took at least 150 min. To 

shorten the culture time and continuously provide the bacterial solution for field applications, the 

necessity of sterilization at large scale needs to be evaluated. Half of the fresh 40 L growth broth 

was filter-sterilized using 0.2 μm vacuum filters; the other 20 L was not sterile. The OD600 of the 

filtered and unfiltered media were tracked to determine the differences in the growth rates. Both 

filtered (F1, F2) and unfiltered (U1, U2) specimens were duplicate for comparison. The 2 L 

bacterial solution from Step two was evenly split into the four carboys and mixed well with fresh 

media. Another batch of unfiltered 42 L bacterial solution (i.e., a 40 L unfiltered medium and a 2 

L bacterial solution) was used for Step four. The OD600 values obtained from this unfiltered 42 L 

solution were used to determine the growth rate for this step. For the 42 L unfiltered specimens, 

agar plates were used to evaluate the cells number, contamination, and urease efficiency. The 

details of the agar plates were explained subsequently. 

5.2.2.3 Step Four 

When the OD600 values of the unfiltered 42 L bacterial solution reached over 0.8, 

solutions from the four carboys were mixed and transported by clean buckets. The bacterial 

solution at Step four was cultured adjacent to the treated field. Due to the demand from the field 

MICP application, a 31 L ATCC 1376 medium was made by tap water with the chemical 

components described above. To enlarge the S. pasteurii in this step, two 100 L containers 

cleaned with bleach and rinsed with tap water were used. An air pump (EcoPlus 728450) was 

connected to provide air into the growth medium. Like Step three, serological pipets were 
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connected to the tubes of the air pump. To inject air from the bottom of the solutions and go 

against the buoyant force, every pipet was connected to a rubber stopper. Each container has four 

gas channels for air injection as presented in the Figure 1c. When the OD600 of the bacterial 

solution reached 0.8 - 1.0, the bacteria were used for MICP treatment in the field. Like with the 

42 L bacterial solution, agar plates were also used to determine the cells number, contamination, 

and urease efficiency for the 73 L bacterial solution.  

5.2.3 Specific Growth Rate 

As described above, the OD600 values of each step, unfiltered-, and filtered- 20 L 

bacterial solutions were recorded. The ln (OD600)-time (in minutes) relationships for those 

recorded values were plotted to estimate the specific growth rate. According to Hall et al. (2013) 

the specific growth rate was calculated by Eq. 5.1, where μ is the specific growth rate; OD0 and 

ODt are the OD600 values at time t0 and t. In this paper, the exponential phase and deceleration 

phase of curves were used for the specific growth rate calculation. As limited by the data points 

μ of each curve was fitted by 3 or 4 data points. The average specific growth rate of the duplicate 

samples was used and the standard deviation (SD) was reported as the error. 

 

0

0

ln ( )tOD
t t

OD
= −  Eq. (5.1) 

 

5.2.4 Agar Plates and Cells Counting 

To count cells and estimate the effectiveness of S. pasteurii growth in the 42 L and 73 L 

media, we made three different agar plates: general plates (G-plates), ATCC 1376 medium plates 

(A-plates), and urease active plates (U-plates). G-plates were made by the 2xYT Agar (Fisher 

Scientific) to provide general nutrition for microbes that grow in the 42 L and 73 L solutions. A-
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plates contained the components from the ATCC 1376 medium and an additional 20 g/L agar. 

Thus, A-plates are more specific for S. pasteurii growth. U-plates had 20 g/L urea, 5 g/L sodium 

chloride, 2 g/L monopotassium phosphate, 1 g/L dextrose, 1 g/L gelatin peptone, 12 mg/L phenol 

red, and 20 g/L agar (Christensen 1946). U-plates serve as the urease-positive indicator when the 

color changes from pale yellow to red-violet (Christensen 1946), presented in Appendix B Figure 

B1r. The broths of G-plates, A-plates, and U-plates except urea were sterilized by autoclave at 

121 ℃ for 30 min. As urea is heat-sensitive, urea solution was sterilized by 0.2 μm vacuum 

filtration. 1 mL bacterial solution from either 42 L or the 73 L solution was extracted to make a 

series of 10-fold dilution bacterial solutions. Each 50 μL of the 10-6, 10-7, and 10-8 dilution 

bacterial solutions was cultured on G-plates, A-plates, and U-plates by sterile plastic spreaders 

(Fisher Scientific). Duplicate plates were obtained. All the plates were cultured at 30 ℃ for three 

days. Cells on the G-plates and the A-plates were counted by Eq. 5.2, where N is the number of 

colonies on the plate and D is the dilution factor. 

 

1000 
colony number (cells/mL) = 10

50 1 

DN L

L mL




    Eq. (5.2) 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Bacterial Growth 

To estimate the effect of filter sterilization on S. pasteurii growth, the OD600 values of the 

unfiltered (U1 and U2) and filtered (F1 and F2) solutions are recorded. Although the growth 

broth of U1 and U2 were not sterilized, the bacterial growth curves of these two specimens are 

overlapped with the curves of F1 and F2 (Figure 5.2). The average specific growth rate of the 

unfiltered-solution and the filtered-solution are 3.29×10-3 min-1 (SD = 4.31×10-4 min-1) and 
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3.78×10-3 min-1 (SD = 4.24×10-5 min-1), respectively. The values of growth rates of the 

unfiltered-solution and the filtered-solution demonstrate that the S. pasteurii still grows well at 

Step three without broth sterilization. Whiffin (2004) studied the urease activity of the S. 

pasteurii in the non-sterile condition and found that the urease still had adequate activity for bio-

cementation. For geotechnical field applications, the non-sterile condition shortens the 

inoculation process but still meets the engineering requirements. Because of the benefits of the 

non-sterile growth broth, the growth broths of 42 L and 73 L were not sterilized for the following 

tests. 

The growth curve and specific growth rate of each inoculation step are also determined. 

The growth curves of the 20 mL and 2 L solutions indicate a lag time before the exponential 

phase (Figure 5.3). The lag time of the 20 mL and 2 L solutions were 427 min and 216 min, 

respectively. The 42 L solution did not have a lag growth but an exponential growth 

immediately. The 73 L solution did not have a lag growth either, but the growth curve of the 73 

L solution was flatter than other curves. The specific growth rates of the 20 mL solution, 2 L 

solution, 42 L solution, and 73 L solution are 6.43×10-3 min-1 (SD = 5.73×10-4 min-1), 6.33×10-3 

min-1 (SD = 2.33×10-4 min-1), 5.11×10-3 min-1 (SD = 1.62×10-4 min-1), and 1.27×10-3 min-1 (SD = 

7.78×10-5 min-1), respectively. The bacteria inoculated in the lab keep the high specific growth 

rate because more than 95% fresh growth broth was added to the bacterial solution from the 

previous step. For example, 2 L fresh growth broth was mixed with 20 mL bacterial solution in 

Step two. As fresh growth broth was added to the bacteria solution, the initial OD600 value of the 

20 mL solution, 2 L solution, and 42 L solution started at 0.036, 0.053, and 0.12, respectively. 

However, in Step four 42% of the growth medium was fresh. The initial OD600 value of the 73 L 

solution is 0.63 indicating that large amount of the bacteria accumulated in the solution. When 2 
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L solution and 40 L solution grow to OD600 value close to 0.6 (at the deceleration phase), the 

specific growth rate of the solutions dropped to 2.14×10-3 min-1 and 1.68×10-3 min-1, 

respectively. Thus, the specific growth rate of the 70 L matches the specific growth rate of the 

other solutions at the deceleration phase. The growth of bacteria is influenced by temperature, 

pH, culture medium, and oxygen availability, etc. The outdoor environmental temperature of the 

testing day was about 20 ℃, but the optimal culture temperature for the bacteria is 30 ℃. The 

freshness of the culture medium and the culture temperature of the 73 L solution also reduced the 

growth. Sun et al. (2019) obtained a specific growth rate of 1.43×10-3 min-1 which was lower 

than most of the specimens in this study. Ma et al. (2020) reported the OD600 values of their 

specimen with a specific growth rate of 3.76×10-3 min-1. Comparing the specific growth rate 

from the literature, the bacteria in this study kept active growth rates.  

5.3.2 Contamination and Cells Counting 

After evaluation of growth rate, three different plates were used to count the cells and the 

contamination condition of the 40 L and 73 L bacterial solutions. On G-plates, the colonies of the 

S. pasteurii have a smaller size and close to transparent color comparing to them on U-plates on 

which larger and clear colonies were observed (shown in Appendix B Figure B1a – B1l ). This 

difference may come from the less specialized nutrition of G-plates. Some unknown colonies 

grew on two G-plates on which specimen 1 of the 40 L solution G-plates with dilution factor 7 

and 8 in Appendix B Figure B1a. However, these unknown colonies did not grow on the same 

specimen with a dilution factor of 6 and the other G-plates, A-plates, and U-plates. Thus, the 

unknown contamination likely did not come from the non-sterile growth broth but may randomly 

from the air during the incubation. The 40 L solution and the 73 L solution have ~108 cells/mL 

on G-plates and A-plates as presented in Table 5.1. The numbers of cells from this Chapter also 
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agree with the literature. Al Qabany and Soga (2013) injected 107 cells/mL to cement sands and 

Gomez et al. (2015) used 107 cells/mL for a field-scale MICP application. The color of the U-

plates changed from yellow to dark violet after three days of incubation indicating the 

hydrolyzation of the urea by the S. pasteurii (presented in Appendix B Figures B.1m – B.1r). 

Thus, the bacterial inoculation method in this study provides enough and efficient bacteria for 

the field-scale MICP applications. Although the maximum bacterial solution is 73 L in this 

study, a higher volume of bacterial solution can be obtained via Step four. 

5.4 Summary and Conclusions 

As more MICP applications move toward field implementation, upscaling the bacterial 

inoculate becomes more essential. In this study, a four-step inoculation process that cultures the 

S. pasteurii for field-scale tests was advocated. From Step one to Step three, a 42 L bacterial 

solution was inoculated in the lab. As temperature and oxygen are controlled in the lab, the 

specific growth rate of the bacteria in the 42 L solution was kept at 5.11×10-3 min-1 (SD = 

1.62×10-4 min-1), which was higher than the previous studies. At Step four, the 42 L bacterial 

solution was transported to the field and enlarged to 73 L. Though the outdoor environmental 

temperature and tap water were applied at Step four, additional oxygen was injected into the 

culturing containers. Limited by the amount of new constituents, the specific growth rate of the 

bacteria in the 73 L solution was 1.27×10-3 min-1 (SD = 7.78×10-5 min-1) indicating the 

deceleration phase of the bacteria growth. Although culturing media for the 42 L and 73 L 

bacterial solutions were not sterilized, contamination was not detected via plates observation. 

The 42 L and 73 L bacterial solution had 108 cells/mL according to the G-plates and A-plates 

cells counting results. And the urease of 42 L and 73 L bacterial solutions catalyzed the urea 

hydrolysis process. In sum, the four-step inoculation process used the sources from the lab and 
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field to inoculate in large-scale. This four-step method provides more possibilities to field MICP 

applications.  
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Tables 

Table 5.1. Cells counting results of G-plates and A-plates. 

Specimen G-plates 

cells/mL 

A-plates 

cells/mL 

40L-1 8.2×108 8.6×108 

40L-2 4.8×108 6.4×108 

73L-1 4.0×108 5.0×108 

73L-2 NA 3.0×108 
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Figures 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 
 

Figure 5.1. Upscaling four-step bacterial inoculation process for the field MICP applications. (a) 

Flow chart of the four-step bacterial inoculation process. (b) Step three: water bath for the 42 L 

bacterial inoculation. (c) Step four: setup for 73 L bacterial inoculation. 
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Figure 5.2. Bacterial growth of the filtered- and unfiltered- solutions. F1 and F2 are two 10 L 

filtered-solutions; U1 and U2 are two 10 L unfiltered-solutions.  

 

Figure 5.3. Growth curve of each inoculation step. The error bar shows the standard deviation of 

duplicate specimens.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Contributions 

Few studies applied MICP on MFT before. Although this study is still in the preliminary 

stages, it reveals that the MICP treatment can help accelerate the reclamation process of MFT. 

The main summary and contributions of this dissertation are concluded as follows: 

1. The self-weight consolidation and large-strain consolidation behavior of the MICP 

treated oil sands tailings were studied in Chapters 2 and 3. The performance and mechanisms of 

the MICP treated MFT (or FT) were elucidated. MICP helps shorten the FT settlement process 

via two pathways: reduction of the DDL thickness and bonds the particles via precipitation. The 

soil-to-soil bonds also form the soil skeleton that maintained the permeability and increased the 

effective stress of MFT. Chapters 2 and 3 also emphasized the importance of the chemically 

induced consolidation process. For fine grained soils and by-product materials, the influences of 

the MICP treatment are derived from physicochemical and biological reactions. 

2. The ureolysis-driven and sulfate-reduction-driven stimulated-MICP treatment on MFT 

was investigated in Chapter 4. Most previous studies focused on the hydrocarbon degradation in 

MFT give little attention to the ureolytic potential in MFT, while this study demonstrated that the 

indigenous urease positive species (e.g., Bacillus jeotgali) are capable to improve the properties 

of MFT. Meanwhile, this study also points out that the stimulated-MICP media and culturing 

factors need to be selected based on the investigation of the microbiome of the treated area.  

3. Both augmented-MICP and stimulated-MICP pathways were used to improve the 

properties of MFT in this dissertation. Both pathways have it own advantages and challenges. 

Because the culturing of S. pasteurii and the use of MICP recipes for the augmented-MICP 

pathway are well-studied in the literature, the geotechnical properties of the MICP treated MFT 
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could be further discovered. However, the microbial community influences the results of the 

stimulated-MICP pathway. Due to a lack of experience in using stimulated-MICP on MFT, the 

selection of media types and culturing factors need to be explored. The augmented-MICP 

pathway may reduce the timescale of a project but may increase the budget for upscaling 

bacterial inoculation. While the stimulated-MICP pathway needs more time to investigate the 

suitable microbial metabolisms for MICP and appropriate culturing factors.  

4. The lab scale tests presented in Chapters 2, 3, 4 used the augmented-MICP and 

stimulated-MICP techniques to improve the properties of MFT, indicating that the MICP 

technique can accelerate the reclamation of tailings ponds. To use the augmented-MICP 

treatment on the large scale, the upscaling bacterial inoculation method is proposed in Chapter 5. 

The efficacy of the four-step inoculation method was demonstrated with two field projects.  

6.2 Future Work 

This research demonstrates the advantages of using MICP to improve the properties of 

MFT. Based on the testing results presented herein, some following experiments are worthwhile 

to be explored and addressed. 

1.Apply multiple treatments to increase the precipitation content. As the large-strain 

consolidation tests presented, the cementation level of the MICP treated MFT was considered as 

“light”. For the MICP treated MFT in this dissertation, one-time treatment was used. While for 

the MICP treated sands, multiple treatments (i.e., multiple injections) were applied to improve 

the shear strength and stiffness (Gomez et al. 2018; Nafisi et al. 2020). The two-phase injection 

approach was often used for multiple treatments on the MICP treated sands (Martinez et al. 

2013), but it cannot work for the MFT because of the low permeability. The treatment solutions 

cannot be drained in a short time. The pre-mixing method was used in this dissertation. To 
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increase the precipitation content, multiple times of mixing will be needed. Although during the 

mixing the soil-to-soil bonds can be damaged, the bonds may serve as the new nucleation sites.  

2. Change the calcium source to reduce initial water content. Because of high initial 

water content, the additional chemical and biological media solutions add more water to the 

MFT specimens, which is averse to an increase of strength. If the MFT specimens were mixed 

with multiple times of the chemical and biological solutions, the water content of the treated 

MFT would be increased, which harms the development of strength. Thus, the one-time 

premixing method was used in this dissertation. It may be beneficial to mix the chemicals in the 

dry form and decrease the bacterial solution volume to reduce the water content after mixing. 

Calcium chloride is often used as the calcium source for MICP application. Instead of using 

calcium chloride, quick lime (i.e., calcium oxide) may be an alternative source of calcium. Quick 

lime has been widely used to stabilize soft clay for years due to the ability to the reduction of 

water content and increase in shear strength (Boardman et al. 2001). As heat will be released 

when quick lime mixes with water, the effect of the heat on MICP especially the stimulated-

MICP method needs more evaluation. Also, the pH will be increased due to the production of 

OH-, the lime treated MFT may need to be neutralized before the stimulated-MICP treatment 

based on the results of this dissertation.  

3. Investigate sulfate reduction stimulated-MICP at a neutral initial pH. The high initial 

pH in this dissertation may inhibit the SRB considering the results of the urea-based stimulated-

MICP treated MFT. To explore the sulfate reduction stimulated-MICP in MFT, a lower or 

neutral initial pH value may be beneficial.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A presents the supplementary materials of Chapter 4. And Appendix B 

presents the supplementary materials of Chapter 5 
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Appendix A: Supplementary Materials of Chapter 4 

A1 The recipes of the sulfate reduction stimulated-MICP treatment in this paper 

 

• S medium contains: 

2 g/L sodium hydroxide, 7.39 g/L sodium sulfate, 1 g/L yeast, 14.7 g/L calcium chloride, 1 g/L 

trypticase peptones, 3.92 g/L sodium lactate, 0.07 g/L magnesium chloride hexahydrate, 0.35 g/L 

ammonium chloride, 0.000033 g/L zinc chloride, 0.0014 g/L sodium molybdate, 0.00021 g/L 

boric acid, 0.00147 g/L ferrous sulfate heptahydrate, 0.007 g/L cobalt chloride hexahydrate, 

0.000021 g/L manganese dichloride, 0.00011 g/L nickel chloride, and 0.00007 g/L aluminum 

potassium sulfate 

 

• SB medium contains: 

2 g/L sodium hydroxide, 7.39 g/L sodium sulfate, 1 g/L yeast, 14.7 g/L calcium chloride, 1 g/L 

trypticase peptones, 3.92 g/L sodium lactate, 0.07 g/L magnesium chloride hexahydrate, 0.35 g/L 

ammonium chloride, 0.000033 g/L zinc chloride, 0.0014 g/L sodium molybdate, 0.00021 g/L 

boric acid, 0.00147 g/L ferrous sulfate heptahydrate, 0.007 g/L cobalt chloride hexahydrate, 

0.000021 g/L manganese dichloride, 0.00011 g/L nickel chloride, 0.00007 g/L aluminum 

potassium sulfate, and 0.94 g/L 2-bromoethanesulphonate (BES) 

 

A2 MATLAB Codes for Cryo-SEM Images Analysis 

clear all 

%input image into A 

A = imread('mft6.jpg'); 

%N specifies the number of superpixels you want to create 

[L,N] = superpixels(A,50000); 

figure 

BW = boundarymask(L); 

imshow(imoverlay(A,BW,'cyan'),'InitialMagnification',67) 

outputImage = zeros(size(A),'like',A); 

idx = label2idx(L); 

numRows = size(A,1); 

numCols = size(A,2); 

for labelVal = 1:N 

    redIdx = idx{labelVal}; 

    greenIdx = idx{labelVal}+numRows*numCols; 

    blueIdx = idx{labelVal}+2*numRows*numCols; 

    outputImage(redIdx) = mean(A(redIdx)); 

    outputImage(greenIdx) = mean(A(greenIdx)); 

    outputImage(blueIdx) = mean(A(blueIdx)); 

end     

B1 = rgb2gray(outputImage); 
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B2 = rgb2gray(outputImage); 

%display the pixel values based on the pixel values of pore spaces; e.g. set the value as 130 

B2(B2<130)=0; 

figure 

subplot(1,2,1), imshow(B1), title ('Initial image'); 

subplot(1,2,2), imshow(B2), title ('Segmented image'); 

impixelinfo; 

%color threshold = 130, and use the threshold to calculate the void_area and void_ratio 

voids_area = length(find(B1<130)); 

void_ratio = voids_area/(size(B1,1)*size(B1,2)-voids_area); 

 

A3 R codes and metadata for microbiome analysis 

rm(list = ls()) 

#load required packages/install if necessary 

#load packages for ordination and dissimilarity analysis 

library(phyloseq) 

library(readxl) 

library(ggplot2)  

library(DESeq2) 

library(permute) 

library(lattice) 

library(vegan) 

library(dplyr) 

library(scales) 

library(grid) 

library(reshape2) 

pacman::p_load(pacman, party, rio, tidyverse) 

getwd() 

setwd("D:/from old pc files/PhD research/oily sand/test/test reuslts/anaerobic condition/DNA 

reorgnized/analysis") 

getwd() 

#import data; can do using import dataset tool in "Environment"; description of each table in 

project_workflow txt file 

#change file location to match yours if not importing from "Environment" 

asv_mat <- read_excel("D:/from old pc files/PhD research/oily sand/test/test reuslts/anaerobic 

condition/DNA reorgnized/analysis/R_ASV_Table_SSB.xlsx") 

tax_mat <- read_excel("D:/from old pc files/PhD research/oily sand/test/test reuslts/anaerobic 

condition/DNA reorgnized/analysis/R_taxonomy_S.xlsx") 

samples_df <- read_excel("D:/from old pc files/PhD research/oily sand/test/test reuslts/anaerobic 

condition/DNA reorgnized/analysis/R_metadata_SSB.xlsx") 

#set row names 

row.names(asv_mat) <- asv_mat$seqs #a warning message:setting row names on a tibble is 

deprecated. 

row.names(tax_mat) <- tax_mat$seqs 

row.names(samples_df) <- samples_df$Sample 
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#remove first column since phyloseq matrix has to be numeric 

asv_mat <- asv_mat[,-1] 

tax_mat <- tax_mat[,-1] 

 

#convert to matrices 

asv_mat <- as.matrix(asv_mat) 

tax_mat <- as.matrix(tax_mat) 

#set variables to factors 

samples_df$Time <- as.factor(samples_df$Time) 

samples_df$Medium <- as.factor(samples_df$Medium) 

#samples_df$Oxygen <- as.factor(samples_df$Oxygen) 

samples_df$Inhibitor <- as.factor(samples_df$Inhibitor) 

#pH <- as.numeric(samples_df$pH) 

row.names(samples_df) <- samples_df$Sample 

#convert to phyloseq objects 

ASV = otu_table(asv_mat, taxa_are_rows = TRUE) 

TAX = tax_table(tax_mat) 

MetaData = sample_data(samples_df) 

#After convert to phyloseq objects, the row name of the metadata needs to be assigned again. 

row.names(MetaData) <- samples_df$Sample 

#combine into phyloseq object 

physeq <- phyloseq(ASV, TAX, MetaData) 

 

#top10ASV and transform to relative abundance #new method 

 

ps.gen <- tax_glom(physeq, "Genus") #provide the level for agglomerate 

 

merge_less_than_top <- function(physeq, top=245){            #the number of the top=xx <= total 

OTUs 

  transformed <- transform_sample_counts(physeq, function(x) x/sum(x)) 

  otu.table <- as.data.frame(otu_table(transformed)) 

  otu.sort <- otu.table[order(rowMeans(otu.table), decreasing = TRUE),] 

  otu.list <- row.names(otu.sort[(top+1):nrow(otu.sort),]) 

  merged <- merge_taxa(transformed, otu.list, 1) 

  for (i in 1:dim(tax_table(merged))[1]){ 

    if (is.na(tax_table(merged)[i,2])){ 

      taxa_names(merged)[i] <- "Other" 

      tax_table(merged)[i,1:7] <- "Other"} 

  } 

  return(merged) 

} 

 

 

physeqtop10 <- merge_less_than_top(ps.gen, top=12) #top=xx, xx <= the total types of the 

specific level 
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#abundnace plot by depth 

abundance_by_Medium_plot <- plot_bar(subset_taxa(physeqtop10, Genus != ""), x="Sample", 

fill = "Genus")+ #Change to the target level 

  geom_bar(stat="identity", position="stack",)+ #facet_grid(Oxygen~Medium,scale="free")+ 

  facet_grid(~Medium,scale="free")+ 

  ylab("Relative Abundance")+ylim(0,1)+ 

  theme_bw()+ 

  theme(text = element_text(size=18))+ 

  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(size = 12, angle = 45, hjust = 1))+ 

  scale_fill_brewer(palette="Set3") 

 

abundance_by_Medium_plot 

 

#Get graphics as a JPEG 

ggsave("S_RelativeAbundance_Genus.jpeg", scale = 1, width = 10.72, height = 8.205, units = 

"in", dpi = 120, limitsize = FALSE, plot = abundance_by_Medium_plot) 

dev.off() 

 

#Get TOP10 ASV from physeqtop10 

write.csv(physeqtop10@otu_table,"DI_Phylum_ASVTop10.csv") 

write.csv(physeqtop10@tax_table,"DI_Phylum_TAXTop10.csv") 

 

#alpha diversity 

richness_plot <- plot_richness(physeq, measures = c("Shannon", "Chao1"), x = "Medium", 

shape= "Medium", color = "Time")+ 

  theme_bw()+ 

  geom_point(size = 5)+ 

  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle = 45, hjust = 1))+ 

  theme(text = element_text(size=18))+ 

  scale_shape_manual(values = c(15,10,17,18,6,5,7,0,1,2))+ 

  scale_fill_brewer(palette="Set3") 

richness_plot 

 

#Get alpha diversity graphic as a JPEG 

ggsave("S_AlphaDiversity.jpeg", scale = 1, width = 10.72, height = 8.205, units = "in", dpi = 

600, limitsize = FALSE, plot = richness_plot) 

dev.off() 

 

#calculate alpha diversity by all method: estimated_richness() 

rich <- estimate_richness(physeq) 

rich 

#Used to label the points for beta diversity 

SampleID <- physeq@sam_data[["Sample"]]  

SamplepH <- physeq@sam_data[["pH"]] 
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#NMDS_Bray 

set.seed(1) 

dist2 <- phyloseq::distance(physeq, "bray") 

imds2 <- ordinate(physeq, "NMDS", distance=dist2) 

#Plot_Bray 

bray_plot <- plot_ordination(physeq, imds2, shape="Medium",color="Time") 

bray_plot <- bray_plot +  

  theme_bw() + 

  geom_point(size = 5)+ 

  theme(text = element_text(size=18))+ 

  scale_shape_manual(values = c(15,10,17,18,6,5,7,0,1,2))+ 

  scale_fill_brewer(palette="Set3")+ 

  #geom_point(aes(color = SamplepH), size = 2) + 

  #scale_color_gradient(low= "darkblue", high= "lightsalmon2")+ 

  stat_ellipse(type='t',size =1)+ #Add ellipses, 95% confidence 

  #geom_text(aes(label=SampleID), hjust=1, vjust=-0.5)+ #label the points in the plot 

  annotate("text", x=-0.5, y=-0.7, size = 6, label=paste('Stress =',round(imds2$stress,3)))+#Add 

stress value to the plot 

  xlim (-0.75,0.75)+ylim (-0.75,0.75)+ 

  theme(text = element_text(size=18)) 

bray_plot 

 

#Get Bray beta diversity graphic as a JPEG 

ggsave("S_BetaDiversity_NMDS.jpeg", scale = 1, width = 10.72, height = 8.205, units = "in", 

dpi = 600, limitsize = FALSE, plot = bray_plot) 

dev.off() 

 

#Permanova 

sampledf <- data.frame(sample_data(physeq)) 

pairwise.wilcox.test(rich$Shannon, sampledf$Medium) 

adonis(dist2~Inhibitor*Medium*Time, data = sampledf ) 

betadisper(dist2, sampledf$Medium) 

permutest(beta) 

permanova 

write.csv(permanova,"permanova.csv") 
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Table A3.1. The metadata used for microbiome analysis 

Sample 
Time 

(d) 
Medium Oxygen pH Inhibitor 

MDI_0d_1 0 DI Anaerobic 8.01 N 

MDI_0d_2 0 DI Anaerobic 7.99 N 

MDI_30d_1 30 DI Anaerobic 8.01 N 

MDI_30d_2 30 DI Anaerobic 7.99 N 

MDIOX_0d_1 0 DI Aerobic 8.09 N 

MDIOX_0d_2 0 DI Aerobic 8.25 N 

MDIOX_30d_1 30 DI Aerobic 8.09 N 

MDIOX_30d_2 30 DI Aerobic 8.25 N 

MU_0d_1 0 U Anaerobic 6.64 N 

MU_0d_2 0 U Anaerobic 6.64 N 

MU_30d_1 30 U Anaerobic 6.64 N 

MU_30d_2 30 U Anaerobic 6.64 N 

MUB_0d_1 0 U Anaerobic 6.61 Y 

MUB_0d_2 0 U Anaerobic 6.59 Y 

MUB_30d_1 30 U Anaerobic 6.61 Y 

MUB_30d_2 30 U Anaerobic 6.59 Y 

MUOX_0d_1 0 U Aerobic 6.76 N 

MUOX_0d_2 0 U Aerobic 6.71 N 

MUOX_30d_1 30 U Aerobic 6.76 N 

MUOX_30d_2 30 U Aerobic 6.71 N 

MUPH_0d_1 0 U Anaerobic 8.25 N 

MUPH_0d_2 0 U Anaerobic 8.29 N 

MUPH_30d_1 30 U Anaerobic 8.25 N 

MUPH_30d_2 30 U Anaerobic 8.29 N 

MUBPH_0d_1 0 U Anaerobic 8.19 Y 

MUBPH_0d_2 0 U Anaerobic 8.26 Y 

MUBPH_30d_1 30 U Anaerobic 8.19 Y 

MUBPH_30d_2 30 U Anaerobic 8.26 Y 

MUPHOX_0d_1 0 U Aerobic 8.26 N 

MUPHOX_0d_2 0 U Aerobic 8.22 N 

MUPHOX_30d_1 30 U Aerobic 8.26 N 

MUPHOX_30d_2 30 U Aerobic 8.22 N 

Note that the pH value in this table was the initial pH value of each specimen. 
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A4 Cryo-SEM Image of the MUOX-30d-HP Specimen 

 
Figure A4.1. The rhombohedral-like particles found in the cryo-SEM image of the MUOX-30d-

HP specimen. 
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A5 Cryo-SEM Images and Grayscale Images for V/P Ratio Estimation 

The following images were used to calculate the V/P ratio for each sample.  

 
(1) (2) 

 
(3) (4) 

 
(5) (6) 

Figure A5.1. V/P analysis for MDIOX-30d. Images on the left column (1, 3, and 5) are the cryo-

SEM images at magnitude ×2000. Images on the right column (2, 4, 6) are the 2-D superpixel 

grayscale images generated by MATLAB.  
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(1) (2) 

 
(3) (4) 

Figure A5.2. V/P analysis for MU-30d. Images on the left column (1 and 3) are the cryo-SEM 

images at magnitude ×2000. Images on the right column (2 and 4) are the 2-D superpixel 

grayscale images generated by MATLAB.  

 

 
(1) (2) 

Figure A5.3. V/P analysis for MUOX-0d. The image on the left (1) is the cryo-SEM image at 

magnitude ×2000. The image on the right (2) is the 2-D superpixel grayscale image generated by 

MATLAB.  
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(1) (2) 

 
(3) (4) 

Figure A5.4. V/P analysis for MUOX-8d. Images on the left column (1 and 3) are the cryo-SEM 

images at magnitude ×2000. Images on the right column (2 and 4) are the 2-D superpixel 

grayscale images generated by MATLAB.  
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(1) (2) 

 
(3) (4) 

Figure A5.5. V/P analysis for MUOX-30d. Images on the left column (1 and 3) are the cryo-

SEM images at magnitude ×2000. Images on the right column (2 and 4) are the 2-D superpixel 

grayscale images generated by MATLAB.  
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A6 Relative Abundance Plots of The Ureolysis-Driven Stimulated-MICP Treated MFT  

 
Figure A6.1. Relative abundance of the baseline specimens on Kingdom level. 
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Figure A6.2. Relative abundance of the ACMDI specimens on Genus level. 
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Figure A6.3. Relative abundance of the ureolytic-driven stimulated-MICP treated specimens on 

Kingdom level. 
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A7 Alpha Diversity Plots of the Baseline and Ureolysis-Driven Stimulated-MICP Treated 

MFT 

 
Figure A7.1. The alpha diversity of the baseline groups. 
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Figure A7.2. The alpha diversity of the MDI, MDIOX, and the ureolytic-driven stimulated-MICP 

treated specimens. 
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A8 Microbiome Analysis Results of the Baseline and Sulfate-Reduction-Driven Stimulated-

MICP Treated MFT 

 
Figure A8.1. The relative abundance of the sulfate reduction stimulated-MICP treated specimens 

on Kingdom level. 
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Appendix B: Supplementary Materials of Chapter 5

 

Figure B1. Pictures of G-plates, A-plates, and U-pates. (a) Specimen 1 from 40 L solution, 

dilution factor 6. (b) Specimen 2 from 40 L solution, dilution factor 6. (c) Specimen 1 from 73 L 

solution, dilution factor 6. (d) Specimen 2 from 73 L solution, dilution factor 6. (e) Specimen 1 

from 40 L solution, dilution factor 7. Two unknown colonies were found. (f) G-plates control. 

(g) Specimen 1 from 40 L solution, dilution factor 8. (h) Specimen 2 from 40 L solution, dilution 

factor 8. (i) Specimen 1 from 73 L solution, dilution factor 6. (j) Specimen 2 from 73 L solution, 

dilution factor 6. (k) A-plates control. (l) A-plates were used for step one and all control plates. 

(m) Specimen 1 from 40 L solution, dilution factor 6. (n) Specimen 2 from 40 L solution, 

dilution factor 6. (o) Specimen 1 from 73 L solution, dilution factor 6. (p) Specimen 2 from 73 L 

solution, dilution factor 6. (q) U-plates control. (r) Comparison of the U-plates before and after 

urea hydrolysis. 

 


